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• here Lonely!iearts arise! Computer dating is 
By Gary Langer 
"Consider each statement 
carefully, then darken T or F. to 
indicate whether .you find it true 
or false. 
"l. I like to go to parties. 
"6. In social situations, I often · 
feel tense and constrained. 
"20. I think it is important to 
learn obedience. " 
No, this is riot a CIA security 
clearance questionnaire. Nor is it 
a job application form' for the 
Manchester Union Leader. It is a 
psychological and general in-
terest analysis form designed by 
~ 
UNH · electrical engineering 
major Jim Burnard. 
Burnard says he and the UNH 
DEC-10 computer can use these 
· questions to provide ,you with a 
,scientifically compatible date. 
Burnard not only wants to bring 
computer dating to UNH, he wants 
the service accredited as a student 
organi.7.atiOJl. 
"This is a suitcase college~ it's 
socially segmented. People from 
Stoke don 't know anyone from 
Williamson . A computer dating 
service might make the campus a 
sm~ller and more enjoyable 
place. to live," says Burnard. 
Burnard designed the com-
puter dating service in his spare 
•time with the help of Sp-eech and 
Drama Department Chairman 
. David Magidson and Kenneth 
· Ring, professor of psychology at 
the University of Connecticut. 
· Burnard says that if he ran the 
service -as a private business, 
rental costs for the computer and 
. printing costs for the 73-question 
· form would make the service 
unaffordable for most UNH 
students . As a student 
·organization; however, the ser-
· vice could actually become a 
source of revenue for the student 
I activities fund. Bu"rnard says the 
. service would cost students 
' "around $4." 
Burnard 'has talked with Vice 
Provost for Student Affairs 
Richard Stevens about his idea. 
1 ''He seemed to like it, " says Bur-
: nard, "but this is a .radical thing 
for the University. Nobody wants 
: student services. 
Burnard 's questionnaire is 
divided into three sections. one 
which provides psychological 
data , one tc detei:mine general 
. interest, and a third for the ap-
1 plica11t to indicate his preference 
for the type of date he (or she ) is 
looking for. 
; The computer compiles the. in-
f fqrmation on the questionnaire on 
. an A,B,C rating, with an inten-
sity scale of one to ten . It then 
i to say yes. They don 't want to 
have to answer to Gov. Thom-
son." Burnard says there is 
" tremendous pressUFe from the 
state" to prevent an expansion of . COMPUTERS. pager 
.shi're Weath~r I Tuesday cloudy 20's Tuesday night: colderJO's ~\i'e<1nes<1ay: clearing 20's 
Durham, N.H. 
More student input 
called for in MUB 
. By Tom Eastman 
The recommendations of the 
Memorial Union Student Ac-
tivities Committee (MUSARC) 
report released F'riday may give 
students a greater role in the 
governance of the Memorial 
Union Building if approved by 
Vice Provost for Student Affairs 
' Richard Stevens. 
The committee recommends 
the elimination of the Coor-
dinator of Student Activities, a 
full-time administrative program 
, advising position presently held 
· by/Jeff Onore. Onore's contract 
runs until June L 
In addition, the committee 
suggests a student intern be hired 
full-time to replace the Coor-
dinator of Student Activities. 
timent behind ~he report's 
proposals was to get more 
student control over the 
operation of the MUB. 
" If Stevens ·can implement the 
report's recommendations as 
they are now, .. Wolf said, "then 
1: feel that they will give students 
more input." 
A major proposal submitted by 
MUSARC would plac·e the Office 
of Student Activities under the 
joint governance of the Director 
of Student Activities and a 
Memorial Union Board of Direc-
tors . The Vice Provost for 
Student Affairs would have veto 
power over the office. The board 
would be re~pons ible for 
establishing all policy _governing 
the programs and , activities 
emanating from the < >ft'icc of 
Student Activities. 
Well, so much for the January thaw. As everyone waited for it to happen, the weather instead 
became colder and colder. Photographed last evening, this Volkswagon deposited 1:>ehind 
Kappa Sigma fraternity will need a July heatwave before it~an be freed from its ~omb of'ice and 
. hardpack snow·. Looking ahead, Ws a good thing VW's float. (Nick Novick photo) 
Stevens established the seven-
person, student dominated com-
mittee in October and asked it to 
· review the operation of the 
MUB 's Office of . Stud~nt Ac-
tivities due to changes in the 
organization of the UNH 
Recreation Office in July. 
The 12-memher board would be 
comprised of : · 
--eight undergraduate students... 
--one graduate student 
Mills and Senate discllss· Associate Registrar James 
Wolf, chairman of MUSARC, said 
he believes that the general sen-
--one faculty memtwr 
restru~turing proposal 
MUB, page8 
• crash By Diane.Breda i 
University President : Eugene 
Mills presented three 
possibilities - for the reconstruc-
tion of the University: Senate 
yesterday ..at the bi-weekly 
University Senate meeting. 
The three possibilities are: · 
--Preservation of the present 
body with a movement . of 
jurisdiction. Academic matters 
will be presented to the faculty 
caucus. "Student life" matters 
will by considered by the student 
caucus. 
--Separate bodies< student 
senate/faculty senate) , with a 
change in jurisdiction. There will 
be occasional convening of a 
larger body, like the unicameral 
body, with faculty handling 
academic matters. 
--An academic senate whi~h 
calls for a major shift in member 
ship. Possibly two-thirds or two-
thirds plus one of the member-
INSIDE 
ship wouJd be faculty. 
The University's current 
unicameral senate consists of 30 
faculty members, 30 un-
. dergraduate students, five 
graduate students, five 
Prnfessional Administrative 
Technical Staff <PAT) members 
and 10 administrators. 
For a report on yester<Jay 's 
senate meeting, see page 3. 
Each group meets· individually 
in caucus and then collectively 
every other Monday to vote on 
policy questions as a group. Un-
der the current set-up, students 
and faculty have- equal voting 
power. 
Mills said last night, "The 
three groupings I presented were 
not specific models or guidelines. 
I want to encourage - open 
discussion." 
Crime 
In a nation of in-
creasing crime, Dur-
ham and -UNH were 
able to report a drop-. 
in semester-break 
crimes compared to 
last January. Univer-
sity Police Chief Ron-
ald McGowan reports 
about the crimes that 
did occur and what is 
done about it in a 
story on p~ge ~· 
Mills said his presentation was 
an effort to summarize past 
. discussion and ''to show the 
senate where we are going.,. 
"I am tending more towards 
the third grouping because it is in 
the direction of most discussion." 
· Mills said he is not singling out 
any one grouping. 
Mills said the third grouping is 
similar to Political Science 
• Prnf essor Robert Dishman 's 
proposal of last semester. Dish-
man pr9P,osed that a new 
Academic Senate be creataj to 
deal with academic matters and 
that the Student Caucus be 
changed to a Student Senate to 
deal with non-academic issues. 
Dishman pr~posed that the 
· Academic Senate be composed of 
40-50 faculty members, 10 ad-
ministrators and 10 students) at 
least two of whom would be 
. PROPoSAL, page 9 
ID 
Assistant Professor Thomas -Wight Volkswagen caused 
Vight and his wife, Dorne, are in , Wight to lose control. Striking 
he intensive care .unit of the the side of the car operated by 
entworth-DougJass Hospital in Andrew Chen of Arlington, 
over following a four-car pile up Mass., Wight's car was then_ hit 
n Route 4 Saturday afternoon. head-on by a car driven by 
Wight's six-year-old son Paul is Bradley Russ of Portsmouth. 
n stable condition while three- Durham Police. repo.rted that 
ear-old daughter Kerensa has no charges were placed on any 
een released after being admit- operators"' and no motor vehicles 
ed for observation. · laws were violated. According to 
I 
The UNH animal science pro- the Durham Police's investiga-
'essor and his family were the tion t MitchelJ was overcautious 
1 nly passengers injured when a on the . ice and overused her 
ar driven by Dorothy Mitchell, brakes. 
·9, 'of Portsmouth fishtailed into Animal Science Department 
Vight'sj.ane after braking for ice : Chairman Winthrop Skoglund 
n the Durham side of the reporteri Professor Wight would 
unkcr Creek Bridge. .. be out for weeks and "I wouldn't 
Mitchell'~. collision with the wantto look at the car! " 
Festival Div. IA 
Actor from Rhode 
Island College's 
production of Ugo 
Betti's Crime on Goat 
Island. One of the five 
. plays to be presented 
·during the American 
College Theater Fes-
. tival at UNH. 
UNll v.resident 
Etigene l\hlls and 
Athletic Director 
Andv Mooradian at-
frncfed the ~CAA 
crnwention a f.~w 
weeks back. 
~fooradian has a 
1>ro1>osal concerning 
Division IA football. 
See the story. page 18. · 
_-
News Briefs 
Clev~land investigated · 
US Rep. James Cleveland (R-NH) is under investigation by the : 
Justice Department and undisclosed House committees· for his : 
dealings with agents of the South Korean government. • 
According to a report by the Associated Press, Cleveland was 
included in the investigations because of his active promotion of ' 
the 1975 Rice Act. The Rice Act increased the amount of rice the · 
United States could export to South Korea and primarily benefit- · 
ted Louisiana and South Korean businessman Tongsun Park, the 
exclusive agent for the sale of rice to South Korea. 
. Cleveland said he was prodded to seek Presidential support for 
the Rice Act by Arkansas Rep. William Alexander and former 
New Hampshire congressional aide Paul. Keenan. "NobOOy out-
side Congress pushed me on the rice ·bill/' said Cleveland. 
Cleveland also said that he has never, to his knowledge, accepted · 
campaign contributions from South Korea. 
SchoJ..,.hip fund established. . . 
A memorl.al scholarship fund· designed to aid students in the I 
.College of Engineering and Physical Schiences has been set up in 
hOnor of the late Tenho Kauppinen, assistant dean of the college 
who died last November. \ 
The fund, begun in November and totalling $1,000 thus far, will 
be distributed mainly as loans to students in temporary financial . 
difficulty, though in certain needy cases, it may take the form of a . 
grant. 
Those interested 'in donating money to the scholarship fund 
should contact Richard Davis, Dean of the College of Engineering 
and Physical Sciences. · 
Photographer assaulted. 
A State ~use rally organized to protest President C~rter's ' 
pardoning of draft .resisters ended with Henry Parris., a veteran 
from Tilton, ripping a paper sign off the back of UI".JH student 
Wayne King, who·-was photographing the proceedings. for The 
New Hampshire. · 
"Universal Amnesty for Everyone," read the sign on King's 
back. 
"If he had the guts to wear a uniform like he has to wear that 
sign he wowd have made a damn good soldier," said Parris, a 
World War II veteran. 
King said the sign reflected his personal beliefs. 
Tube eggs' 
The hard-boiled ' 'tube eggs'' frequentiy served at UNH dining · 
halls are a product of the Ralston-Purina Company, accordjng to 
George Nagem, manager of the food services comnfisary 
warehouse. · .. 
Nagem said the whites of one dozen eggs are poured into a 
cylinder. The cylinder is spun at a high speed. Centrifugal force 
creates a hole in the middle of the whites into which the yolks are 
poured. The eggs are then cooked and quick-frozen. 
·Nagem said the process "supposedly causes no nutritional loss. 
"It's a labor saving ~~vice. There's no individual cooking, ' 
peeling or slicing needed," said Nagem. . 
. Nagem said the shelf-life of a tube egg is a year or more~ but 
lthey are used at UNH within a month. Tube eggs sell for $1.15 a 
roll. · 
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Bonner publicizes Union 
·by upgrading hockey team 
Editor's note-: :Oan Forbus_h_' _game with UNH, Union ~et .a NESCAC is that athletics be kept 
is a UNH _graduate who. was ·school -record for goal scormg m at a modest level, to the extent 
editor~in-chief of .The New defeating Plattsburgh State 16-L that teams fr~m NESCAC sch~ls 
Hampshire in i973-74~ He has . - Under the circumstances: it is are not permitted to compete ma 
worked as mannaer of Union understa dabl th t t.h . ts number of post-season tour-• _. n e a ere ex1s naments 
College's new.s bureau tor tlJ? · on the campus considerable sen- NESCAC . d · f · h 
past one and one. half years. timent f9r upgradjn~ _Union's : . . .... is _ma e up 0 sue 
He started covering Thomas status to Division l . However n d1~t~mrn1shed colleges .as 
Bonner as a freshman repor- such an attitude IS· far from' : :i~iamsM Amte~st, f anuldt Mi~. 
teratUNHinl971. unanimous. lnfact. a faculty- teduryts. ary mon_at~ ya!lth 
student "Task Force on Athlet- ! s u en va ue assoc1a ion w1 
. ,, . ted b B . t . those schools. 
By Dan Forbush . _ics appom . Y onne.r 0 Bonner, however, is of another 
The hometown crowd which _study the quest~on, recently rec- mind entirely. He insists that 
assembled after th'e game in the · om~ended ag~mst such a mo~e. ' Union--which has a graduate 
warmroom of Union College's Ith~ted a varie~y. ?f reasons,.m- school, offers a number of 
Achilles -Rjnk was jubilant. 'fhe -cf1;1ding the possibility that}Jmo!!·· .'<.~9operative programs with 
Union ·College. hockey team had might become kn~wn as a JOCk Albany Law School and Albany 
just defeated the Univer:sity of · school and that it_ would be .ex- · ·Medical School through . the 
New Hampshire ranked second pelled from the mformal New . loosely-knit Union University 
. ' . . h England Small College Athletic · ' 
m the country. No one m t e Conference <NESCAC>. One of 
cheerful thrcmP, looked more th .d. . . 1 l . . 
pleased with the · win than · e . gui ing p-rim:ap c::a . .0 • l'OKDU~H, page 13 
Thomas Bonner, Union's presi- .... -------------------------
dent of 30 months and previously 
president of UNH. After all, h 
fiad just won a $50 bet he had · 
made with his UNH successor, . 
Eugene Mills. . '. 
Ttie fact that his new institution 
defeated his old was just one 
ingredient of Bonner's pleasure. 
More important was Union's 
demonstration that it can skat.P 
with the !>est~ ~<m!ler b~s .m9_re at 1 
·stake Tn Union's hockey program\ 
than occasional small wagers. He 
· tias made a larger gamble, ~he 
outcome of which will determme. 
tne Inlia ot institution Union will 
be when it enters the' difficult 
1980's. -
As at UNH, Bonner has- earned 
at Union a reputation for being an 
activist president'. Among his 
bofdesf moves was his appoint-
ment two years ago of Detroit 
.t<.ea wmgs coach and general· 
manager Ned Harkness to 
manage the college 's then-
uncompleted Achilles Rink and to 
coach its hockey team, dormant 
since 1940. Before joining pro 
hockey in 1970, Harkness had 
compil~d-a career record of 350-
117-9 while coaching both RPI 
and Cornell to national hockey 
championships. Many _hoped he 
would do the same at Union. 
As indicated by Union's 8-4 vie- . 
tory over UNH Friday, Harkness 
and his Division II team of 
freshman · and sophomores are 
proceeding towardthat end. With 
a record of 12-2-1 this season, in::.· 
eluding three wins over Division I 
teams, Union has been despatc}l- .· 
frig with ·ease- most of _its Qivis-:1 , 
i9D two and Canadian opp01_1ents · · 
Fa~s are beginniri1C to .lea.ve• "Dana Littlefield of the UNH General Maintenance Department 
~mon games n?t ela~ed w1thi scrapes away pieces of glass remaining from a front window 
victory but d1scomf1ted ~Y . of the MUSO office that was shattered late Saturday night. Ac.: 
boredom. Three days before 1($ cording to Littlefield, this latest incident of vandalism on the 
MUB's bottom floor will cost about $100-$125 to repair. (Steven 
Morrison photo)_ 
Student Caucus appoints five vice presidents 
By Jayne Sears 
· The Student Caucus: 
unammously approved five vice 
presidential appointments to the 
Student Government. Executive 
Board in their first meeting of the 
semester Sunday night. 
Student Body President Jim 
O'Neill ~gan his plan to "i°'- • 
cre~se the efficiency of Student 
Government and align it with · The special assignments "good mind and good ideas". 
what students want" by present- position will deal with spec~fic; Political science and 
ing to the caucus the _ issues confronting the Executive - economics major Les Seiden was 
qua11t1cauons of his choices for Boardastheyarise. O'Neill's choice for vice 
vice presidential positions. Beth Fisher was appointed vice president of budget and ad-
O'Neill saicYVice President for president of student services. ministration. 
Special Assignments Jennifer . ..,. She will serve as a counterpart Seiden will act as a liaison be-
Ford had · ~proven herself , to Vice Provost-of Student Affairs · tween the UNH adnllnistration, 
capable" as an active senator Richard Stevens. Fisher will also the Student Government and the 
from Area I. serve as chairwoman of the student body. 
Student Legal Services Commit- O'Neill referred to Seiden 's 
tee. (SLSC.) - strong- economics background 
The SLSC is concerned with the and work at the Dean of Student's 
quality of student . services such office as his major qualifications 
as the Memorial Union Building, for the post. 
Hood House and the Counselling Vice president of Dining and 
and Testing Center. Residential Life Bob Millen, is 
O'Neill cited Fisher 's the only carry-over from the 
'qualifications as her previous Farnham administration. 
work with the MUB and service · 
on the Student Activity Review Mill~, also a reside.nt assistant 
Committee and Greek Council. in Randall Hall, will begin his 
d third semester in -the position 
Ted Shepard was appointe concerned with students living in 
vic'e president of commuter af- dorms. 
fairs. The three major concerns O'Neill explained that he has 
-of this office will deal with off- not yet made his choice for vice 
· campus housing, Kari-Van ser- f d b 
vice and the parking and traffic president o aca emic affairs ut 
problems at UNH. assbured the Cauc~s he ~ould do 
O'Neill exnressed the hope that so Y next Sunday s meetmg. 
Shepard would establish a Com- · ~arlier in the meeting the 
muters' Council to aid in "two caucus elected Madalyn Quinlen 
way communication" between chairwoman pro-tern of the 
Student Government and the Caucus. · 
commuters. In addition to the role . of 
Newly appointed -Vice President of Commuter Affairs Ted 
Shephard(left) and two other caucus members at Sunday's 
meeting. <Linda MacKenzie photo) . 
He cited SheQard as a hard · parliamentarian and assistant to 
working senator with both a Caucus Chairman, · Wayne 
:Ferguson, Quinlen said .. she - in-
tended to work for a better com-
munication system between the 
senators. 
The Caucus also nominated 
Ken CossioRliam for senate nro-
terii. The nomfnafionlhbsfbe ap-
proved by the University Senate 
on Monday ~ght. 
JimO'NeiH 
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Chief Ronald McGowen 
Grad students 
hold elections 
By Mark Pridham !departments 
'_:Elections to fill the fiye , A referendum on the questio1 
Graduate School Senatorial whether to organize a Gradual 
posit-ions we~e held .l\lon,day · Govenment passed by .an o\'er 
filling three ?f t~e positions ~ut whelming majority. Three hun 
leaving two ~1stncts t.e.~p~ranJy_ dre..d <ln<;J fifty-seven student. 
vacant pendmg cert_Lhc~ 1hon of voted infavor --0f the propose 
the unopposed wnte-rn can- government,26wereopposedan 
di dates who were elected to the 17 gave no answer. Ap 
seats. proximately 40 per cent of the !:15 
Alan Smith was ~lectedsenator UNH graduate students voted i 
of District 81, which represents the election. 
graduate. studei:its in· . the The purpose of the propo. 
mathematiq;, physics, chemistry Graduate Government 1s t 
and engine~ring department. . reorganize and coordina!e I h 
Joseph J . Sileo HI, a plant scien- various activities now c~rried ou 
ce major, was _elected se~ator of by gra-duate students, a<.'l'ord1n 
District 82, which r~presents the to Jill Allen, afotmer gradual 
various physical science · depar- student senator. 
tment. . . . . Allen said previous commitl 
Business Admmistrat1on ~aJOr activities worked on by gradual 
Raymond Chagnon was elected students. such as Universit 
senator from District 8:3, Traffic and Parking Committee 
representing students from the 
'·political science, business ~d-
ministration and economics GRAD STUDENTS, page l2 
18 reported criIDes 
Vacation crime rate drops 
By Bernadette Mu1kern 
Rep.orted crimes on the UNH 
campus during the semester 
break were down from last year, 
according to UNH Police chief 
Ronald McGowen. 
There were 18 reported crimes 
during the winter vacation com-
pared to 28 reported for th~. same 
period -last year. These figures 
include nine thefts this year com-
pared to 23 last year. 
McGowen gave no reasons for 
the drop in the nuinber of crimes. 
He said that weather is a factor in 
·· deterring crimes. "There- are 
fewer people out committing 
crimes during the harsh 
weather," said McGowen. 
There woro fowor report;:, of 
students returning after vacation 
and finding items missing from 
their rooms, said McGowen. 
· Included in vacation thefts 
were an auto radio, an electric· 
clock from the library. ski boots 
from a car in Lot A by the field 
house and a balance scale from 
Spaulding Life Sciences building. 
Two Utau speakers and a· San-
sui receiver were stolen from 
South Congreve sometime during 
the vacation .break. McGowen 
said' the case is under in-
vestigation. 
The campus police follow the 
same procedures of patrolling the 
residential. academic and ser-
vice buildings during the 
semester break. They patrol by 
rlriving around . buildings. 
··visibility of the" police is a 
deterrent to potential violators," 
said McGowen. 
The UNH safety officers use 
·· the same procedures to-chec:kthe 
university buildings all V'ding~ar 
, regardless of vacations, accor -
to Thomas R. Gilbert, super-
vi~or of the campus safety office. 
These procedures incl~de 
checking locks on all . e~1ts, 
walking_ through the bmldmgs 
.-;eeing that the fire extingui~~ers~ 
are in proper working cond1t_1on, 
and checki!lg for broken -p~~es 
and water leaks in th~ uhhty 
rooms. 
According to Sargeant Paul 
Gowen of the Durham Police 
lkpartment, reported crimes 
during January were aR-
prox1matefy the same as. la~t 
~·ear, although no exact figures 
arc available at this time. 
The Durham police patrol the 
..;ororities and fraternities along 
with the rest of Durham . 
- According lo Gowen. an apart-
ment on Mill Road was broken 
mto and a stereo and albums 
were~ stolen. Also Chi Omega 
sorority was br,ok<;n into but 
nothing of voluc W~t~ lt1ke11. 
Stereo equipment valued at O\'er 
$1,000 including recor·ds and 
tapes was stolen from a room in 
Tau Kappa Epsilon Jraternity. 
said Gowen. 
These burglaries are under in-
. vestigati_on_: 
University Senate passes 
new .cheating guidelines· 
. President Eugene Mills 
By Robert McCormack 
··students involved in cheating 
cases must now be notified of 
charges made against them and 
must be given a cbance to-reply 
to those charges before act ion 
may be taken by their college 
dean. 
The change in the procedure 
for handling cheating was made 
by the University Senate yester-
day along with change in the 
guidelines on appeals 
procedure~ . 
The new guidelines stipulate 
that appeals may be consid~red 
by the Acadel)lic Standards and 
Advising Commit tee "on · the 
basis ~f procedural irregularities 
only," such as failure to notify a 
student of specific charges marfe 
against him. 
Under previous guideline~.·- a 
student did not have to be nol!lled 
of charges against him before ac-
t ion such as suspensiun or 
dismissal wa~ taken, and there 
were no specifications for the 
grounds for hearing appeals. 
University President Eugene 
Mill ~· said that plans for a 
n•al,6nment of thl' lJnivPrsiJy 
Senate need "further con-
sideration." 
Mills revealed- threl' possible 
f1>rms that a realigimwnt might 
take but cautirnwd it was "best 
to weigh results <of recommen-
dations from students. faculty 
and others l prior to taking at:-
tion . ·· 
Mills said last scme~ter that he 
woul<l- likl' to see a change in lhe 
· s1·natl' so that facultv would have 
. a greater say in tht:formation i>f 
ai·ademk policy. 
Tlw three models that Mills 
said he is looking at most dos<.•ly 
are: 
--preservation of tht' present 
senat<.> body with a changl' in 
jurisdiction 1 faculty _ov(•r 
acadt•mic affairs, students ovl'r 
iss11es relatl'd to student lifl• l 
~-separat<.• bodil's with nt--
casional joint sessions to diseuss 
issu<.>s, and 
School supply shopping ~ a 
matter of ce~ts (and sense) 
By Helen Brinkerhoff The standard 80 page college The bE!st buy on graph paper 1s 
rule notebook sells for 85 cents at at Town and Campus. A 50 sheet If you're trying to save money 
on school supplies, go to class, 
find what you need and don't ran-
domly pick U:irough notebooks, 
thinking, ''l'U need thi:; and 
that". 
Dick Houghton, general 
manager of Town ~nd Campus, 
also said that trymg to com-
pare .prices on schoo_l supplies 
will ,s~ve you only penmes. 
When notebook hunting only to 
save, swallow yptir pride and 
avoid wiral notebooks, pretty 
colors, pockets, dividers, pr~tty 
covers, sturdy covers cut ag~mst 
the grain and good wejg_ht paper. 
the bookstore, 89 l'ents at Town 
and Campus and $1.:39 at Brooks. 
Houghton cautions not to com-
pare notebooks by price. hut by 
quality, shown by paper 
thickness, sturdiness of covers. 
and by the type of spiral binder. 
'Once the Indians get hold 
of Maine. the 1>rice- of 
J>aper will go even 
higher.' 
"Once the Inqians get hold of 
Maine the price of paper will go A co·ver cut against the grain ot 
even higher," said a Care Phar-. the paper, for example: co~ts 
. macy employee about the cost of about a penny and a halt more. 
paper. One girl tried to ~eat a but will take a t6t of wear and 
bookstore employee marking up tear .. A quality bu.y i~- on the 50~ 
folders 15 cents while she shop~ page UNH notebo_ok for 55 cen~s. 
ped; Frank Geis left Care Phar- according to Houghton. 
macy because he couldn't find a A 120 page with three dividers 
notebook for less than 50 cents. notebook sells for $1.29 at Care 
· · pharmacy $1 69 at Brooks with The best paper buy ii:i town is d .. d : . d $1 99 at -Town 
Town and Campus' basic yellow ~~d i~~~·;~sanwith . colors and 
scratch pad at 50 sheets fo_r 29 · 1 Th 0 ular cents. There also is a type w1th a t~ree en~e opes. e p p 
sulfite finish that hikes the price hi~h quahty 120 p~ge, n_otebook 
up to 45 cents but does ensure bet- with t~ree pockets seUs for $2.~9 
ter writing quality. at Town and Campus. 
pad costs 50 cents. 
Typing paper. at Town and 
Campus, held at a steady price 
for two years. ranges for.1.4 cents 
a sheet to 2.6 cents a sheet for the 
highcsl quality. Vind what you 
need. -
The price of pen::; is the sai_nc at 
Tow1f and Campus, Brooks, Car-c. 
and the bookstore. Catch the ·Hie 
Banana at two for 29 cents and 
Brooks' VIP Ball point aL lwo for 
:J:J cents which claims it ~will not 
dog, skip, or: smear". 
Bic Clic pens sell for about 20 
cents more than regular medium 
point hie pens . 
f:<'or your organizing needs, 
pap.er clips are a steal at Care at 
175 for 49 cents. Town and t:am-
pus breaks the tack and staple 
records at 100 for 60 cents and 
1.000 foN5 cents . Eight hy 11 in.ch 
memoboard8 arc $1.50 all over 
town. '" 
"Hi-liters" sell for 49 cents 
eV€rywhere. Number two pencils 
are a steal at Town and Campus 
for eight cents each. 
. With all the P~!lnies you wPI 
l'save you can go down to Town 
·and Campus and get the best buy 
on a deck of Bicycle playing 
~ards for 98 cents. 
· It does not take much to ring UJ> two dollars when buying 
school supplies at UNll, as this student at bookrush discovers. 
~Nick Nonck 1>hoto) . 
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Durk.in urges decision on nuke 
By Gary Langer 
US Sen. John Durkin <D-NHl 
has issued his "qual ified sup-
port · ' for construction of the. 
Seabrook nuclear power plant, 
according to his press secretary 
Ruth Labrie. · 
Labrie said last week that ' 
Durkin will support construction 1 
of the power plant " if all the 
safeguards required by the En-
Vironmental Protection Agency 
<EPA) and the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission < NRC J 
are met." 
Jay Foley, Durkin 's press aide 
in Manchester, said that up to 
now Durkin "nev·er took a 
posi lion per se" on construction 
of the plant. Foley said Durkin 
"thought the issue was out of his 
jurisdiction." 
I.rihriP saicl Durkin sent a letter 
r 
to President Carter urging him 
"not to let Seabrook fall betweep 
the slats. " 
Durkin al~o wrote to' the ad-
ministrators of the EPA and the 
NRC asking for a review of and 
action on the proposed plans for 
the plant, said Labrie. 
Labrie said Durkin is "not 
using his influence in any way" to 
procure acceptance of the 
proposal from the EPA and the 
NRC. These agencies have the 
power to approve or deny con-
struction of the plant. 
"After a decision, the issue will 
probably end in court ~nyway, " 
said Labrie, "and the Senator 
doesn't want to get involved in 
litigation. " ' 
Labrie said Durkin cannot 
dPtermine th'€ economic con-
Frats rush this. week 
FiH' all men. who ~ve looked Delta and Sigma Alp_ha Epsilon, ! 
lo_ng_ ~llld hard for a d1lh.•rpn~ way opening their doors to all men on 
ol hie on campus, here 1s an campus. ' 
~ dtcrnat 1ve. Frat rush hl'gins this On Feb. 8 Strafford Ave rush 
'l_'h_ursda .)> f<'eb . :~ . at Social has Pi K~ppa Alpha , Alpha 
~e1t•m · 1· Center. H.oo~n -t at 7 ::m Gamma Rho and Tau Kappa 
p.m. Epsilon open for inspection. 
The meeting will . begin with a 
movie, Strawberry Statement." 
trnd will follow with talks given 
JY two fraternity members. Tim 
Oai gncaull, president of the In-
er l<~raterni ty Council, and John 
:.·a rJsen , president of the Greek 
~ounc il will talk on the benefits of 
raternity life. 
Acacia. Alpha Tau Omega and 
Kappa Sigma comprise the down-
town section of the fpaternities, 
and they will have open rush on 
Feb. 9. . 
Beer will be served at all of the , 
open houses during the rush. The ' 
rushes stp.rt at 8 p.m . 
After {hese three days of open · 
rush, each individual, house will 
conduct their rushes until Bids 
Representatives from the 11 Day, March 3. 
rra tcrnities will be there to an-' ~. if you want to find a new 
s.wer questions about the houses . campus life, consider being a 
M.·hk h they r~side in. ,part of a close community of over 
Open rush begins on ~"'eb. 7, 1,200 brothers on campus. Get in-
with the Madbury Road frater- volved, attend the meeting Feb. 
ni l ies , which include Sigma Beta. 3, or go to the open rush. at the · 
.... arr: hda Chi Alpha, Phi Mu fraternity of your choice. 
~ . . 
sequences of c<mstruction of the 
plant. "You 're dealing with 
unknowns, " she said. 
Labrie pointed out that Durkin 
was the only US Senator to 
receive a 100 percent rating from 
the Coqsumer's F'ederation .of 
America. 
Labrie said Durkin has no 
comment on the petitions to 
President Carter in favor of the 
plant that are beingcirculated in 
New Hampshire state liquor 
stores. The petitions have been 
issued by Gov. Meldrim Thom-
son's E.nergy Council. "The 
Governor is in a different position 
than a Senator," said Labrie. 
''He's more at liberty to express 
his views." 
Construction of the power 
plant is continuing pending final 
decisions of the EPA and NRC. 
Senator John Durkin 
Canlpus trees • ID trouble 
By Hugh McQueen . 
Thfrty percent of all the trees 
on campus will die from old age 
or Dutch Elm Dis-ease within the 
next five to ten years, according 
to landscape architect George 
Pelletierj. 
"Unless money is allocated to 
begin a major· t~ee r~plac~m~nt 
program,'' -Pelle_tieri said, '-'the 
face of the campus will face ~ 
drasitc change." ' 
Many trees on campus, par-
ticularly the Main Street area, 
: are r:ea_th.ing full i;n~t~ritY ·and 
will have to be cut oown. 
No tree planting program has 
been implemented, although the 
University does recognize the 
need, according to Pelletieri. 
An ad-hoc committee headed 
by Robert Glanchard of the UNH 
plant pathology department has 
been established by th~ Univer" 
stty to illvestigate ,the problem. 
No definite date has been set for a 
meeting ofthe committee. program could be cut by 
B 1 a nchard orgdnized an elm spreading it out over a four to five 
survey this past July to locate the year period, " Pelletieri said. 
specific problem areas with the i>efietieri said he feels that "if 
elms. Out of 300elmssurveyed, 89 University people became in-
.were recommended for im- volved with the problem, the cost 
mediate removaL Another 40 of bringing in outside people will 
trees were af least 30 percent be.eliminated." 
9~seased,, accq:rding to,, a, teport Blanchard said he "would like 
tssued by Blan«:hard. · to see a program· that involves 
, "Becaus~ the number of trees students, faculty· and all Univer-
needed in the replant)ng program si ty people.'' - . 
is~ unknow the cost of a planting "Ma~y p~ople jl)st take the 
progralJl haS'"n.ot yet been· deter- giartt shade trees for granted,"'' 
mined. The average cost.of plant- Pelletieri said. "They help with-
ing a tree is $170. · erosion control . and if placed 
· Pelletieri said the "main areas properly around buildings, de-
of concern" right now are along crease energy l cost by breaking 
Main Street and the area between wind." 
·Thompson and Murkland Halls. Decidious trees, trees that drop 
Many trees in those areas have leaves; help keep surrounding 
reached full maturity or are 'buildings. cool in the summer by 
diseased badly enough to be ~t ._shltdjggJhem. In the winter,-they 
~own within five< years, :accor-d- - l~_t;j~ sunlight in so that the 
·1ng to P~Uetier. bmldmgs can be exposed to extra 
"The cost of .a pla.9.~!:f ~aJ:" 





and Trent Arterberry 
Sat., Feb. 12th at 9:30 p.m. 
Granite State Room,, MUB 
$1.50, stuqents; 
$2~00, genera_! & at the door 
Tickets on sale now! 
Don't.Miss This Show! 
Do you know what they-
are saying about you? 
They are saying students 
. care anymore - don't care 
the. problems we all face, · 
don't 
about 
don't care about shoddy housing 
or polluted water,. 
or fraudulent business pra~tices 
or unresponsive government. 
Say it isn't so ... 
Join NHPIRG. 
ALL ARE WELCOME!!! 
. -
Organizational Meeting 




New Hampshire Public Interest Research Group 
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GaucuS approves SCOPE concept 
By Jayne Sears . 
The cQncept for the Student 
Committee on Popular Enter-
, tainment (SCOPE) was unami-
mously approved by the Student 
Caucus in the Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room of the MUB Sun-
day night. 
The SCOPE concept received 
approval after the elimination of 
the statement saying they would 
be the "sole student promoters" 
of musical entertainment at 
UNH. . 
A student organization's ~on­
cept is an explanation of the pur-
pose of the organization. The 
- Caucus rejected SCOPE's con-
cept on Dec. 12, 1976 because of 
that phrase. If passed, SCO_PE's 
concept as ''sole student pro-
mut~r:s .. would nave overlapped 
with the Memorial Union Student 
Organization (MUSO). 
As the concept stands now, 
both SCOPE and MUSO will be 
able to program concerts at 
UNH. Funding for all such Stu-
dent Activity Tax (SAT) organ-
izations will be decided by the 
Caucus lateP..this month. 
The Caucus also approved the 
concept of the "Making the Con-
nections Film Series." 
Steve Gustoffson explained 
that the organization intends to 
show eight films with a· common 
"leftist" political theme. 
He said these films are in-
tended to educate and give a 
broader perspective to UNH stu-
dents. · · 
Gustoffson-said that his organ-
ization consists of about ten 
members- who were faculty, The grant for this organization 
graduate students and under- will also. be determined by the 
graduates at UNH. Caucus later this month but will 
He explained that they feel come from a programming fund 
that there is an interest in these designed for non-SAT orgahiz-
:films and there is no other ations, such ·as the Winter Car-
representation of the leftist per- 1 ni.val committ~e and Women for 
specti":e on .campus. Higher Education: 
Pleasesupport. mAACH OF DlffiES 
~~~ ma on birth defects 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE PUBLISHE 
Never so much· 
for so little. 
There's no doubt about it. 
Quality costs. And around here, you 're prepared to spend $20 or more 
for a dinner two can enjoy. . _ 
But why settle for dinner? When you can sample a feast. Of far more 
tastes, textures and flavors. For less. · 
Start with a rich soup. Crackling-sweet shrimp. Maybe morsels of 
sav~ry sparer~bs. Unco~er the almond-laced Hung Yin Guy Ding. Or 
~ee~ ~enderloti) dark wtth black mushrooms. Perhaps lobster, 
mtrtgmgly sauced. A classic Ho Yu Guy Poo. A little ... but you decide. 
And then smile at the price. Because real Chinese food has finally 
come to Portsmouth. And more and more people are discovering 
there's never been so much for so little at 
· H~rry Moy's 
aSIGNOFM 
THE DRAGON 
CHlTEA S1AoE ALPHA . 
Lunch & Dinner at Center Stage Alpha 
Portsmouth Parade Mall, Downtown Portsmouth 
TAKE-OUT: 431-7891 Master Charge Honor~d 
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'"campus calendar" 
i TUESDAY, February 1 
r 
I 
r BOOKRUSH: Granite State RQom, MUB, 8. a. m.-
14:20p.m. 
: MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE GYMNASTICS: Boston r . 
. State, Field House, 2:30 p.m. 
1 WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE GYMNASTICS: 
Boston State, Field House, 2:30 p. m. 
· MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL: Holy Cross, 
Field House, 8 p. m. 
GAMES AREA TOURNAMENT: Pool, Table Tt•nnis, & 
Foosball; Champs will represent UNH 'at Regionul Tour-
nament in New Haven. Feb. 1-4, Games Area, MUB. 
MUB PUB: Film, "Paper Moon," 8 p.m. 
· WILDCAT HOCKEY SPECIAL: The University Tran-
sitl Kari-Van Sy~tf'm in COOfHH~1tion v .. •ith the 
Athletic Recreation ticket office is oHering c1 complPte . 
package of round I rip coach and reserve seal ticket .11! lor 
the price ~)f $6.50. Call 862-1853 tor rese-rvations, vlr co1ne 
! to Field Houst.', Rm. 148. Bus departs for Field Hous-e, 
UNH vs. Boston Collegt.', 4:30 p. m. Hockey game to hcgin 
1 
at 7:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, February 2 
BOOKSTOl{E CLOSED: To mow hooks Ill Hcwil 1 I 1.111 
Store. 
GAMES AREA TOURNAMENTS: T.ihle Tmnis. 11\Hll. 
FoosbaII: MUB Ganws Art.'<l. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bt•,rn, Disco, 8 p.m. 
THURSDAY, February 3 
: BOOKRUSH: 
· a.m.-4:20 p.m. 
_ AMERICAN COLLEGE lHEATER FESTIVAi.: S.dm1 
St~t: Th~ater presents ···A Midsurnnwr Night 's I )n·.1111 ... by 
W11l1am ShakPspt•.ue . . 11 Johnson rlw.1IPr. I p.111. Studl'nls 
$1; General $2. 
W 0 MEN'S 1NTERC0 I. U: (; l ATE BA SK E'-J:B A I.I.: 
Brid~ewater, Fidd House, :1:JO p. m. 
WOMEN'S INTERCOU.H~IATI: SWIMM IN(;: 
Bridgewater. Field Houst\ 3:30 p.m. 
CAREER ISSUES & ANSWERS: T.d!.. with rl'cmt l !NH 
grJJuates .1hout their liv<·s sinn· gr.1du.1tio11; spo11s1ln:d hv. 
Cart•t•r Plannin~ & Pl.1n·1m·11t Sl'n.it<~-·Ml'rrim.IC k l\m · 
MUH, 7-9 p. m. .. 
AMERICAN COI.LECE Tl u:.A"J ER FESTIVA r. AT l IN I J: 
Fehru<iry 3-5. PCAC. Studt·111~ S5. < ;erwr.1' SS. lor <·ntin· 
1 s~ril'~ dnd workshops. C.111 8b2 ·22lll) for n•serv.ilion<... 
1 od.1y Weslt•y.m Univ. pn·senh ··si\ (, h.1r.1dpr.., in S<·.m:h 
' ul An Author, " hy Luigi Pir.~ndt>llo .. 11 lnlrn<..on ·1 lw.1ln. 8 
p.m. StudmtsSI: Ct'n<'r.11 S2 . 
FRIDAY, February 4 
LAST I )A Y TO DROP COURSES WITHOUT $10 LA TE 
FEE. 
BOOKRUSH: Hewitt Hall Bookstore, 8 a.m.-4:20p.m. 
RECITAL: Pat Northridge, Soprano, Bratton Rm., 
"-- PACA, 8 p .m. ~ 
: .THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distribute.d semi-
~eekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located 
m the Memorial .Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Phone 
862-1490. Yearly subscription $7. Second class postage, paid at 
Du~ham, N.H. 10,500 copies printed at Castle Publications in 
, Plaistow N.H · 
. TelllECIUl9H, 
., On Zion's Hill, Newmarket 659-63?1 
Tues.-Wed. 
Thursday 
Nancy Garrick and 
Steve Staines 
Steve Branson and · 




Rolly Gray reggae 
!· 
~P_A_G_E_s_1x _____________________________________ T_H_E_N_EW __ H_A_M_P_SH_1_R_E....,.TUESD___.A~Y~F~EB=R~U~A~R~Y_.1_,1~9~7~7~~~~~~~~~--~ 
• notices 
GENERAL 
COUNSELING: The Counselor Education Program of 
the Dept. of Education is offering an g.pportunity for you 
to explore social. vocational; or personal issues which 
may be of com:ern: to you. f<'or appointment or infor-
mation. caH 862-1730. · 
DUHHAM RED CROSS' BLOOD PROGRAM;·Student 
Committee Meeting. Anyone interested in helping plan 
the l<'ebruary 15-18 Blood Drive will be most weJcQme, 
l\leet at the home of Mrs. Jarry Stearns, 12 DoverRc>ad;., 
Durham; Tuesday, February 1. at 7 p.m. 
HUMAN SEXUALITY GROUPS; Male/Female· 
Relationships. Female Sexuality and Body Image, Male 
Sexualitv, Sex and Communication, Sex and Parents . . 
These "·orkshops will explore in-depth feelings, at-
titudPs and beha\'iors in the area of sexuality. Sign up by 
r'riday, February 4 with Anne Dubois, Hood House, 2nd 
floor. or call 2-l!J87. 
ACADEMIC 
UNH CHAMBER CHORUS AlJDITIONS: See Dr. Henry 
Wing, M-l01 PACA, Music Dept. 
JOSE GRECO ~'LAMENCO SHOW: The world famous 
Hamenco dancer will be in Manchest~r. Palace Theater. 
Saturday, f<'ebruary 5. at :3 p.m. Students $1.95; General 
$2.:J:i: f•'or information .,all Ilolcn Evurn•, llf:l:J llllll. 
HORA DE CAFE: Encuentra un momento para·.descan-
sar. comer y hablar-y ven a Ia hora de cafe, miercoles. 
:J::30-4::lo p.m., Murkland 20~J. Nos vemos. 
MESA ESPANOLA: Vienvenido al segundo semester. 
Segulmos en stillings los Junes y jueves. Ven y come. 
Compra tu entrada en Murkland 209. Para Ia mesa 
espanola. 
SHOALS MARINE L~B SUMM~H COURSE; Ap-
plications & informatipn on courses held at Appledore 
bland are available in the UNH Marine Advisory 
Program Office. 222Kingsbury, 2-1889. 
INTHODUCTION TO DEGSYSTEM-10: Short course by 
computer services, Wednesday~ f<'ebruary 2 from 2-4 
p.m .. Kingsbury M:327. 
COMPUTER SEHVICES USERS MEETING: Thur-
sday, r'ebruary :-J from 2: :3u-4 p.m., Kjngsbury 221. 
CAREER 
TEACHING CAHEERS DHOP-IN: Informal sessions 
will ~xplore careers in education ... leaching, counseling, 
adminisfratioh, etc., Tuesday. f<'ebruary 1 al 6::m p.m .• 
Career Planning & Placement, 20:~ Huddleston. 
HESUME WRITTNG WORKSHOP: Sessions devoted to 
job-getting lechniques ... resumes. cover letters, etc., 
Wednesday, February 2 at 6::l0 p.m .. Career Planning & · 
Plaeemcnt. 20:1 Huddleston . 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
N.H. PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP: 
Organizat-i-Onal meeting, all welcome. Tuesday. 
February lat 8 p.m ., Sullivan Rm .. MUB. 
, GAY AWARE~ESS GR<;>UP·: Meeting every Wed-
nesda~; Counseling & Testmg Center, Schofield House, s 
p.m. First meeting Wednesday, February 2. 
~AB: An.yonit ig{ere"sted·in explor.ing the iJ8e of alcohol 
m t~e ccj,m:pus evrnm~rtity, calJ..;s62-2U5o-ioi more infdt-
1J1at1on. -Meetilig Monday, February- 7~· at l:JO p."rli~. 
Hanover Rm., MUB. 
Af20fTED . GRAl'W_P 1RE~T ~·PROGRAM: Genera·) 
m~etmf? for m~nrl;>et~.fWetfnesda_x, Fe.bruary 2, at t 
p~fn.,.Hlllsboro315,MU8-. -' "' «ci 
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: ~ree "refre&fnnents, 
new members welcome, Tuesday, February 1, at 7 p.m. 
Kendall 202. · · · ' 
ENVIRONMENTAL FILM SERIES: "Future Shock" 
·Thursday, February 3, at-8 p.m., Woodroof House, EM'n 
Lounge. 
UNH 4-H. C9.LLEG IATE GLOB: Business meeting to dis-
c.uss ~ct1v1lt~ for this semester, .including National · 
Collegiate Conf_erence, Tuesday, February L-at--s p;m., 
Carroll Rm., MUB. · 
A~IMAL INDUSTRIES CLUB: Meeting, organizing for 
Little Royal & Horse Clinic on fitting and showmanship. 
Wednesday, f<'ebruary 2 at 7 p.m., Kendall 202. 
SENIOR KEY: Meeting, Thursday, February 3 at s::m 
nm Hill.;;born Hm., MUR. 
STUDENT VIDEO TAPE OHGANIZATION: l<'irst 
meeting of the semester Sunday, l<'ebruary 6at--'7 p.m., 
Hoom ll{IA, MUB. Students interested in any aspect of 
production, taping and working with television. equip-
ment are encouraged to altend. New members needed. · 
Will train. 
ALPHA EPSILON, DELTA: Meeting, Tuesday, 
February ldtGp.m .• IddlesLIOL 
STUDENTS FOH. THE UNIVERSITY· SU provides in-
formation to the state government about student issues 
and hopes to improve relations between the University · 
and the NH state government. SU works with simila·r 
groups at Keene State College, Plymouth State College . . 
and the Merrimack Valley Branch and maintains con-
tad with the Office of the Chancellor of the University 
System. SU is currently working on a student trustee biil 
and the University System's budget. Interested in 
working with SU'? Contact Debbie MekPlatos, 862-1945. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 
TSAHS MEN'S BASKETBALL: Portsmouth Vo-Tech .. 
Saturday, f<'ebruau 5 at 2p.m .. l<'ieM House. 
TSARS WOMEN'S BASKl<~TBALL: Portsmouth Vo.-
Tech .. Saturday, February 5at :J :30p.m .. Field House. 
SPHING THACK: UNI-l's strongest track team of this 
decadP wants you, begins-Thursday, l<'ebruary lO. Con7 
tat:l Coac~ Copeland. 166 l<'icld House. 
Df'STANCE HUNNEHS FOIWM: Wednesda.v. 
February !Jal 7::m p.m., Field House. Hm. :m. · 
Students for Careers & Career Plannihgand Placement Service present 
Career Issues & Answers 




An opportunity to listen to ana question recent UNH 
graduates about their careers ... Find out a~out job 























Misses Heavy Coat Sweaters 
Hand Knit in Mexico 
Shawl collar with pockets 
100°/0 .wool - sizes S-M-L 
Several prints & colors to choose from 
Values to $50.00 
Just $29.95 
OPEN 
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30 
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM 
SUNDAY '1 :00 PM to 6:00 PM 
Mastercharge & Bankamericard 
corner of Maplewood & Central Ave. 
Portsmoufh, N.H. 
working instead of studying ... and how these people 
found their jobs. The following graduates will be 
panel members for a discussion and question-and-
answer session. 
EATINC. a lllN"INQ 
Brad Allen (Social Service '76) Counselor 
Arlene Baer (Home Economics '76) Consulting Dietician 
Andy Beaupre (Communicatioris '75) Media Specialist 
Denise Dumas (Zoology '75) · Research Assistant 
Kathy Kessel (Mechanical Engineering '76) Manufacturing Engineer 
David Migliori (History '76) Marketing Representative 
Janice ·Orlando (Administration '76J Sales Representative 
Ellen Robinson (Biology 176) Biolq_gy Teacher 
Tim Tufts (Physical Ed4cation '·74) Assistant Store Manager 
Everyone is invited! 
Sll.881 
l_t••rlw eandwlohee & Cotn1t ..... 
· D•nn•r•~ •• Good ·vartetw l"'IMtrtecl 
& Dont••llo •olll•d •••re ••• C>P•n 
Por .Lunch and _Dinner Dallw ••• 
Loung9 Open To Legal- Cloelng .... 




continued from page 1 
matches up ~pplicants <of the op-
posite se'x) who have compatible 
ratings. "The chances for a ·per-
fect matchup," warns Burnard, 
"are way beyond one in a 
million." 
Burnard says matched couples 
will simply be given their 
prospective partner's address 
and phone number. "You're un-
der your own initiative," he says. 
Burnard has not yet deter-
mined the maximum number 
of potential dates that each ~p­
plicant will be supplied with. 
This semester will be the 
testing period for "Burnard's 
Matchmaking." He says he will 
be able to use the University 
computer for free, as are all UNH 
students who are rw.rforming 
legitimqte tests. He will ask 2,000 
male and fem ale students to· fill 
out tt}e forms. The computer will 
make the. matches and Burnard 
wm poll the applicants to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the 
'. system. 
Burnard is seeking con-
tributions to help defray the cost 
of printing the forms. He is also 
seeking help from ·a UNH 
business student and ac" 
creditation as a student 
organization for next year should 
the tests prove successful. 
Burnard urges any student 
wishing to help him bring com-
puter dating to UNH to write him 
at Philbrook box 3_193. . 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Stuff Envelopes 
$25.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send $1.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept~ 2 7 6 
102 Charles Street 
Boston,Mass. 02114 
,~p 
I~ . l 
rc;ENERAL: . - . 
:MEETiNG: • • • • • ALL • • • 
: Welcome : 
• • . - . .
:upcoming: 
·• ·sHow - • . - .• • • ELECTIONS • . 
9i - • 
:Tues. Feb. 1 : , 
• • • 7 p.m. • I : • • e Hillsboro- e 
:' . • ,Sullivan Rm. .I 
• .MUB • . -• • •••••••••• 
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6: 00 p.m. ___ _ _ 
. Students ... Welcome Back to 
the snow, classes, parties 
and-Great Savings at our 
ANNUAL MID-WINTER 
SALE 
for guys ... 
RipStopNylon PRIME NORTHERN DOW~ PARKAS _ 
reg. $60 $39° 0 
Warm 100°1° Creslan JOGGING SUITS 
reg. $19 $1499 
Famous Maker Western JEAN SHIRTS 
$999 
Stallion Cotton/Poly Blend JEAN SHIRTS 
$999 
Stallion Cotton/Poly Blend T-NECKS 
reg. $7 2 for $999 
Famous. GANT RUGBY SHIRTS for gals ••• 
Selec.tion of JEANS 
reg. S 16 $999 
Imported, Ribbed Acrylic TURTLE NECKS 
Values to $24 50 °/0 Off 
Stylish CORDU~OV JUMPSUITS 
reg. $40 $29° 0 
H.1.s. & Landlubber COAT & BIB DRESSES 
Vqtues to $·30 25°/0 Off 
~As~&t@<:fkDENIM VESTS f ~ 
~ ;;- Values to $25 50 °1° off 
Selected SKIRTS 
_ Values to $25 50 °/ 0 off 
Ma_ny· TQPS & BLOUSES 
Values to S 17 from $ ]99 




Water St. Newmarket 
NEW Shipment IN! 
WQOL 4 WINTER 
Now in stock, wool pants & 
shirts ~ Plus large selection 
of everything else 
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Students living In 
WESTGATE & FAIRFIELD GARDEN APTS. 
Know Your Rights - _ 
We ore here to represent you 
Join the Tenants' Union 
Write to: Fred B. Hatch 
Box 31 · 
Meeting: 3 p.m. Sun. 
Dover Bowling Alley 
Durham, N.H. 03824 
UNISEX 
Tues. & Wed. Feb. 1 & 2- 6:30 & 8:30 
Hair Shaping 
Specialist 
We-shape your hair 
EXACTLY THE WAY 
YOU WANT IT 
No scalped look 
Specialist in long hair "THE RITZ" 
Thurs. & Fri. Feb. 3 & 4 6:30 & 8:55 788 Central Avenue <Across from Wentworth 
Douglass Hospital.) Richard Hartis in 
''THE RETURN OF A 
- - SPECTAL l! G~ Acquai~"te"d otter. -~We at Young;;~y:Style will 
MAN CALLED HORSE" ~h;:imnoo. condition, cut and blow-dry your hair for the sum of 1 
$5. 75 COMPLETE. Offer good:with Terry, Mary, or Roberta 




: UC. A· .TED : . 
RECORD. BUYS 
CHOOSE FROM THESE BEST SELLING 
CLASSROOM FAVORITES TO START 




-~~ HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM-HUGE SELECTION 
Book Loft at 
Town & Cainpus 
Sale through Sunday, Feb. 6 
MUB 
MUB 
continu~d from page 1 
--one protess10na1 ad-
ministrative and technical staff 
member · 
-.-one representative of the 
greater Durham community 
who is an alu.J}lni not employed by 
the University. 
· According to a letter written by 
Stevens, the report contains sec~ 
lions whi.ch come und~i;: his 
authority as vice proyost for 
student affairs The governance 
proposal would require " con-
currence by at least the Univer-
sity President and perhaps other 
individuals or goups for im-
plementation. '' 
The seven member review 
committoc c:YtobliBhcd by 
Stevens consists of students .Deb:. 
bie Mekelatos, Richard 
Morrissette, Brian Peters, ~nd 
Elizabeth Fischer . The 
remaining three members are 
Richard Craig,. director of finan-
cial ai~. Earl Hagstram, 
prof e,ssor of psychology, and · 
Wolf. 
Stevens said he has not "made 
any decisions on any aspect of the 
report" and will not be doing so 
until he has reviewed the .report 
with members of his staff as well 
as thos·e of President Mills, 
Student Activities and the full 
review-committee. 
" It would be my tentative 
hope," Stevens said, "that my 
decision and/or· recommen-
dations about the report could be 
finalized in the next two months." 
Wolf said he feels that Stevens 
will implement the MUS Board of 
Directors' proposal because it is 
"the typE> of thing that he has 
been in favor of in the past few 
years." 
Wolf urged the students on the 
MUB Board of Directors fo "take 
their positions seriously and not 
be like students on other campus 
committees where students are 
supposed to be actively involved 
but are not." 
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER-
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI· 
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program, 
will offer July 1-August 12, a~ 
thropology, art, economics. bi-
lingual education, folklore, his-
tory, political science, Spanish 
language and literature. Tuition 
and fees. $220; board and room 
with Mexican famlly.L $280. Write 
to GUADALAJARA SUMMER 
SCHOOL, 1530 Gamma Apar· 
tments. University of Arizona, · 
Tuscon, Arizona 85721. 
SOLFENS WEARERS 
Save on your supplies. 24 
Tal!>let Enzymatic Cleaner 
refill package. NO VIALS 
$4.85 This Includes mailing 
charges. Orders are malled 
the same day we receive 
your check. We have a com-
plete selection of hard and 
soft lens supplies at discoun 
prices. Send for free price list. 
CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER 
341 E. Camelback Rd. 
Phoenix, Arizona 85012 
Headhunters 
Men's & Women's 
Hairstyling 
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·Senate reconstruction 
PROPOSAL 
con~inued from page 1 
' include . t~e dynamics of a dorm 
and the MUB activities." 
Chairman of the Faculty 
Caucus James Morrison said 
graduate students. · P91itical Science Pr:ofessor 
"The five grad students dori 't Robert Qishman and Ptiysics 
show up. Their seats have been Professor Robert Simpson "ate 
vacant since day one," he said. - working on putting the issues of 
O'Neill said issues have to ·be governance in perspective." 
answered. "It's the academic Morrison said the Caucus has 
policy versus the educational not attempted any consensus. 
policy. Perhaps the faculty ''We're still brainstorming," he 
should have more power in said. 
academics, but I think education Morrison ref erred to the 
is more than academics." Faculty Caucus Report which 
O'Neill added, "Academics ~an lists a summary of past Univer-
University Senate 
sity Senates up to the present. He 
said it is also an attempt to assess 
from past senates the faculty 
mood and relate that to the 
present senate mood. The third 
portion of the report which will 
propose an alternative governan-
ce plan is not finished, but will be 
drawn up this week, Morrison 
said. 
Mori;_-ison said he believes the 
president and caucus is working 
independently. He added, ".I 
think he (Mills) went pretty far to 
pick his proposal: 
"The whole thing could turn 
around 180 degrees at the Faculty 




continued from page 3 
--an Academic Senate made up 
of a majority of faculty members.' 
In otner acuon ·oy the,Senate, 
Student Senator Ken Cossingham 
was elected chairman pro-tern of 
the Senate. Also proposed 
changes in the rules dealing with 
extracurricular activities and 
student organizations were sent 
back to the Student Welfare 
Last Chance for yearbook pic-
tures for the 1977 Granite. 
. Committee for reconsideration. 
AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATRE FESTIVAL IX 
New England Regional 
Johnson Theatre, Paul Creative Arts Center 
Salem State Theater- A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S 
DREAM - February 3at1 p.m. 
Wesleyan University - SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH 
OF AN AUTHOR- February 3 at 8 p.m. 
Lyndon State College - THESE RUINS ARE 
INHABITED- February 4at1 p.m. 
Rhode Island College - CRIME ON GOAT ISLAND 
February 4 at 8 p.m. 
Dartmouth College - BLOOD WEDDING 
February 5 at 8 p.m. ! 
Signups -will be: 
Jan. 31-Feb. 4 . 
Feb. 7 - Feb.1·1 
Feb. 14- Feb. 18 
front 9-4 in Rtn. 125, NIUB. 
General: $2;· STUDENTS $1; Reservations: 862-2290 
Presented 6y: The John F. Kennedy .Center for the 
Performing Arts. The Alliance for Arts Education 
Pr()duced by: The American Theater Association 
Sponsored by: The Amoco Oil Company 
Also, the 1976 ye·arbooks 




SPEND WEEKEND OF 
FEB 11-13 IN QUEBEC 
FOR ONLY 835.00 
810 prepayment on signup 
Sign up at AREA II 
Community :pesk 
beginning] an. 24 
·sponsored by Ar~a II 
Programming Board 
FREE RING 
Anyone may register 
for a free ting to be 
given away. Drawing 
will be held Thurs. 
February 3 at 2pm 
RING DAYS 
Wednesday&. Thursday 
February 2 & 3 
9-3 MUB Lobby 
A deposit of $3 is required to order a ring. 
The ring is shipped C.O.D. 6-8 week-delivery 
Sponsored by Senior Key Honor Society 
College rings by 
J. Lewis Small C~mpany 
PAGETEN. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY FEBRUARY 1, -1977 
Hard times are here again 
"We are coming f<j ·hard time.s here,'' million. The final cut was somewhere in between. to say at this time, but :t>5U or more seems ex-
tremefy possible. ---Sen. C. Robertson Trowbridge 
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee 
It happens during January of every odd-
numbered year, as sure as !,be Montreal Express 
artd winter runny noses. New Hampshire is hurt-· 
ingfor money. 
This year's cut will probably be worse! con-
sidering the System is asking for approximately 34 
per cent more than last time. The state's revenue 
system has not changed appr~ciably in two years, 
nor has Gov. Thomso'n' s fiscal policy. 
Once Univer5ity officials deal with the current 
problem, they will have a very critical legislature 
to look forward to. It is not QUt of line to assume 
that around June or July the· Board of Trustees will 
have ~o meet to decide how to deal with the $10 
million or so cut from the1r bare-bones budget. 
As ~he long budget process that terminates in 
June begins, the Unive-rsity System and the State 
-0f New Hampshtre are faced with some realities 
that are hard to swallow. 
But the University has not even the luxury of 
1 three month~ to prepare for preblems, for 
problems are already here. 
In addition to the $980,000 cut, oil used by the 
University increased in price ·by 30 per cent this 
month. · AISo, th~ heavy snowstorms durii:ig 
fanuary br-eak overextended the University's snow 
removal funds after overtime and equipment 
When that happens, increases.will probably be 
forthcoming in both out of state and in state 
tuH:ions, after budget cuts are made and purchases 
deferred. 
Again, students will be paying more. But will 
they be receiving more? . 
. maintenance are figured in. 
Over $980,000 was recently cut from the 
System's current budget. Not the request for the 
next two years, but the money paying for today. 
That means the University will enter the hearings 
scheduled for the months ahead almost a million 
dollars in the hole. 
Dllring the last biennium, Gov. Thomson 
recommended that $11 million be cut from the 
University's biennium request. The House Ap-: 
propriation's Committee recommended $12 
Administrators say they do not anticipate ~n 
energy surcharge at this point. However, it may 
he wise to hold off for the time being on Florida 
hotel reservations for spring break. Students may 
be receivina a little white envelope in the near 
future with the return address stamped _ "UNH 
Business Office." 
It may be true that New Hampshire has no 
broad base taxes to burden its residents, the third 
lowest unemployment rate in the nation and the 
best economic climate in New England. 
- But if the University System is used as the ther-
mometer to measure our overall economic 
situation, then even the freezing Monfreal Express 
.could not drive the mercury lower than the 
climate of public higher education in this state. How much would ·that surcharge be? It is hard 
letters 
Roots 
To the f<~ditor: 
Friday's issue of The New Ham- · 
pshire carried a short review_ of 
television's production of Alex llaJ~y·s 
novel "Hoots". 
" ... destined to be this season's . 
"H.ich Man Poor Man ... " Casey lfolt 
predicted; "tasteful", "educational", 
and ··easy to follow" were some of the . 
ways he described it. 
While I readily agree with the last of 
those, I must take issue with the 
others, and with Casey's overall view 
of the series. My sentiments arc with 
Time Magazine on this score -- "slate 
melodramatic conventions" are what · 
charncterizc the production, and the 
stereotyix.-s of village life and slavery. 
arc both so trite, shallow, and above 
all. sentimental, that I couldn1 watch 
it for more than a few minutes at a 
time. 
In short, what television-did was to · 
lake an already seriously overwritten' 
novel and magnify its most blaringly 
sentimental aspects to make it fit for 
the "general public." 
The result. far from bei.ng "tasteful" 
of "educational.". was a disappoin 
tment, and even an insult to those of u:-; 
who tuned in to see an honest and 
unique look al this admittedly horrink 




Editorial Assistane Ann Penney 




Haley's idca--to track down his own 
ancestry and work it info a novel--wa5 
timely, and I very much admire his 
pcrsistcJ1cc in carrying it off, but the 
txmk falls far short of the promise of 
its inspiration and its labor in showing 
us, its readers. what the era and the 
experience were really like. The 
television production does even less. 
BilrWhite 
Hockey 
To the Editor: 
I think it's time someone said 
something about the restrictions 
placed upon admittance to UNll 
hockey games. 
Anyone who isn't stupid realizes that 
non-students who nave no access to 
athletic tickets and students who 
haven't bought one have .gained en-
trance to the games by buying or using 
someone else!s ticket. It shouldn't be 
done but people do it. You say this rule 
should be enforced. Agreed. I Jeel the 
validated ID requirement is fine and 
for the most part, takes care of the 
problem. 
But let's examine further. Students 
who had not bought an athletic ticket 
prior to this requirement have an 
alternative--shell out $20 for a ticket. 








alternative. They can't enter 
"illegally" anymore. They are trap-
ped. This is the rub. 
Non-students want to contribute and 
rightfully should be able to. Many 
have supported UNH hockey for years-
-some since the 60s. Is this the way to 
thank them? Some are "Friends of 
UNH Hockey." Some friend UNH 
hockey is. A lot of them contributed 
money for the clock a few years back. 
Doesn't an'yone remember that? No? 
When you want to sell tickets for 
exhibition games, special games or 
games during semester break, take a 
fat guess where most of your money 
comes from. So you see, non-students 
are contributors worthy of con-
sideration. 
Mike O'Neill, according to The 
New Hampshire, seems to think 
students with athletic tickets have 
been unable to gain entran~e to 
games. Well, this is a crock of crap. 
There hasn't been a regular season 
game sold out at Snively since the 1974- · 
1975 season--two years ago! Check 
wit~ the Sports Information Bureau 
and _the Durh~m Fire Marshall your-
self 1f you don t believe me. There are 
scores of empty seats at most of tfiP, 
games and occassionally hundreds. 
Let's get the tacts ~traigh( Mike. · 
Now here's a solution. Students 
should always have first priority. They 








Nick ~ovick -... 
Celia Morisete Mary Woodbury 
Tom Nelson Productions Associates Coddy Marx 
Ted Pease Lisa Tabak 
Marty Peterson Productions Staff Andrea Held 
Andy Schachat Win Helfrich 
Jayne Sears Pam Lambert 
Joh Seaver Karen Ljncoln 
Kathy Smith Virginia Mayturn 
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V.: ayne King . Typists Diane Dumall 
Linda Mackenzie _ Susan Everitt 
Nick Novick Caren Feldst · 
Scott Spalding Nancy Jones em 
Copy Editorl Renee Caron -
d . , Lynn Mattu~ci 
Copy Rea ers Debbie Basse Laura McLean 
Holly Dunn 
Jeanette Engle Gary Schafer 
Bernie Mulkern Becky Thompson 
Sue Wessels Sue Wessels 
Accounts Managerf Dave Davis 
Billi!'g Secret.aryj Eileert McGrath 
Reserved ticket holders should have 
second priority with their 1,200 seats. 
This is fine, too. However, let's assign 
a standby, third priority to non-
lstudents. Now here's the switch. All 
students with athletic tickets and IDs 
are guaranteed a seat if they arrive 
before a certain, reasonable deadline--
say 7: 15 p.m. 
By placing this one, sensible restric-
tion upon student admittance, non-
stu~ents at least have some possibility 
of access on a given night. The exact 
time is unimportant. Anyone, student 
or non-student who. arrives after the 
deadline must wait in line with other 
non-students who arrived eqrlier. The 
number admitted from this waiting 
line depends upon the number of 
people inside. If 2,500 students arrive 
before the. deadline, 200 people from 
the waiting line can be admitted. If 
2, 700 st1,Jden ts a·rri ve before the 
deadline, no one from the waiting line · 
can be admitted because students 
have taken aH2,700 seals. 
Non-students only want some path-
way, some access. A policy based on 
priorities <as the above policy is) 
which allows all of UNHS hockey fans 





! am very ·concerned about the lack 
of information that the public recei\'.es 
about the Native American people in 
this country. I have read recently in 
"Akwesasne Notes", <a paper · 
published by Mohawk people in up-
state NY) about a man from North 
Dakota who has been charged with the 
killing of two FBI agents on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. 
Leonard Peltier is a 32 year old Sioux 
man who has never been convicted of 
any crime--yet the FBI is charging 
that he was responsible for the deaths 
of the two agents. 
This incident, in which the two FBI 
agents and an Indian man, Joe Stuntz, 
were killed, followe<l years ot 1HegaJ 
FBI presence on the reservation; con-
stant harrassment in the form of ar-
med searches of Indian -peoples 
homes, murders of traditional leaders 
1 
and American Indian Movement 
<AIM> supporters . 
The illegality of the US govern· 
ment's presence on Indian land is set 
out in a number of treaties signed by 
the US z.nd the heads of 'Indian Nations 
over the course of the last 400 years. 
Native American resistance in the 
country today is' based on the fact that 
these treaties must be honored and 
that Native Americans will never con-
done the presence of foreign powers on 
their land. 
Willian Muldrow of the Mountain 
States Regional Office of the US States 
Commission on Civil Rights testified 
at the trial of Bob Robideau and Darell 
·sutler <native men who were acquit-
ted of the same charges that Leonard 
faces.) He said "the more militant and 
traditional Native Americns have con-
cluded that they cannot co\int on equal 
protection under the law at the hands 
of the FBI or the BIA police. Even FBI 
Director Clarence Kelley testified, "I 
don't care who it is, if their lives are 
threatened they have a right to protect 
themselves." 
Leonard: Peltier is scheduled to go 
on trial March 14, 1977. It is up to the 
people of the US to stand up in defense 
of Leonard Peltier and all Native 
people s_truggling for self-







To the Editors: 
Did Gary Gilmore really die in front 
of 'the firing squad? Conflicting 
testimony leaves this question unan-
swered. at least in Durham. · 
. I_l.af<i:el Montez, _ 19, a Paraguayan 
hvmg m International House, said he 
saw Gilmore sitting in the Memorial 
Union cafeteria yesterday noon. 
"Gilmore was speaking to 
everybody at our table," Montez said, 
"but I heard his words in Spanish." 
"TWo other foreign students were 
there," Montez continued. "They each 
· heard him speak in their native 
tongues." 
Sigri Olafson, 20, was also sitting at 
the table. "I heard Gilmore speak in 
Swedish," she said. 
Josef Tracewski, 19, Polish national 
and founder of the UNH Young 
Socialists, said, "It's obviously all a 
CIA plot. They made it appear that 
Gilmore was shot in return for his 
snubbing . all those appealing liberal 
organizations." 
Tracewski said he heard Gilmore 
speak Polish, but could offer no ex-_ 
planations. 
One Thompson Hall secretary 
overheard UNH President Eugene 
Mills say to Dean Allan Spitz, "Christ, · 
About Letters 
T~e N~ Hampshire accepts all respon;'ible letters to the editor and prints them a~ • 
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter. . 
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be• 
printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's. 
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union 
Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. · . 
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I don't want the FBI and Secret Ser-
vice agents snooping around here 
again.'' · · 
Strafford County Sheriff Big Ed 
Flanagan laughed over the phone last. 
night. "The gay students are trying to 
put over a hoax," he said. 
Gov. Meldrini Thomson's office had 
no comment. 
1 A secretary in the governor's office 
' said other witnesses at the MUB 
caf~teria were being orderea by State ; 
Pohce to "keep quiet" · about events 
there. 
On a c.itizen's ~and police scanner, 
UNH pohce Captain Guy Mermet was 
. he~rd to order two units of campus 
pohce to patrol around Durham's gas 
and service stations. 
~ dispatcher )rom the campus 
pohce station yesterday said it was 
reported that Gary Gilmore was in the 
~UB cafeteria telling students to 
" break up. the big oil companies by 
· knocki_ng over Gasoline Alley.'' 
A spokesJ;erson at the Strafford 
County coroner's office said that once 
Gilmore's willed body organs were 
transfered to any hospital, there could 
tJe " no way·· to label any cadaver 
"Gary GilIJlore" with confidence. 
In Plains, Georgia, Billy Carter, 
brother. of President Jimmy Carter, 
revealed Sunday that Jimmy had 
really wanted to pardon Gilmore. "If 
anybody else would have won a stay or 
execution antil past the Inauguration, 
Jimmy would · have pardoned 
Gilmore,·: BiHy sai~. 
In Washmgton, the new President 





To the Editor: 
The Dover and Somersworth Adult 
Basic Education Program is offered 
free to area adults who are in need of 
completing either their .eighth grade 
or high school education. Present 
statistics show nine per cent of the 
area population over 25 years old have 
not completed the 8th grade and 47 per 
cent of the population over 25 years 
of age have not completed high ~chool. 
~-
Oh ••• and here comes one of our fine young National Guardsmen now ••• 
progress at his/her ·owp rate and in 
their own level of instruction. This 
is the reason why I am contacting you, 
the University students, to help these 
adults who have chosen to return to 
school. 
any of the teachers to give the stu-
dents the necessary individual time 
--Dover Jr. High School, Tues. & 
Thurs. Evenings 7-9p.m. 
. --Somersworth, Green St. Complex 
School, Mon. & Wed: Evenings, 7-9 p.m. 
--Dover, First Parish Church, Mon. 
&Wed. Mornings9-11:30a.m . · 
Program only!. get your practicum or 
volunteer in a worthwhile program. 
.. please telephone or write at your 
earliest convenience. WC-tleedyou! 
An individualized program is pro-
vided to assist each ABE student. to 
Each class has a teacher who pre-
pares the instructional materials for 
each student, but it is impossible for 
! needed. If you are a work study stu-
dent, a student in education who needs 
a practicum, or a student who would 
like to volunteer at an evening or a 
morning class, ABE certainly will wel-
come you. The time schedule and 
place for the ABE classes are; 
If you have the time during .any of 
the ABE class schedules mentioned 
and would like to work <Work Study 
Helen C. Phipps, Director 
Box 115, RFD 3 
Dover, NH <l:J820 
Tel. 742-94:15 
WINTER CARNIVAL '77 
AROUND 'l1IE WORLD 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
February 10 February 11 
THURSDAY: 7 pm Bonfire FRIDAY: Greek Night of Sin 
7 pm Mqnte Carlo Torch Arrival 
East West Park 
8 pm Reggae Dance 
THINK SNOW gambling, booths, fun 
MUB 
Jamaica Way 
$1 Students - $1.50 General 
February 12 
SATURDAY: 11 am Snow Sculpture Judging 
1 pm N~OC - Midday follies team races 
Re_gisterin Outing Club office 
by Fri., Feb. 11, Noon · Prizes!!! 
Winter Carnival & MlJSO present 
CABARET NITE 
with Trent Arterberry & Gotham 
$1.50 students - $2 general & at the door 
12 Midnight NHOC Midnight Follies 
East West Park 
25 cents - couples races enter at park that night 
11 pm Dance -Strafford Rm. 
February 13 
SUNDAY: 6:45am SKITRIPtoWildcat 
Register by Fri., Feb 11 Noon 
in NHOC Office 135 MUB 
·$11.50 in~ludes bus and all 
lifts except Gondola 
7:30 pm SCOPE presents (tentative) 
TOM RUSH 
John Payne Band 
·The Blend 
Students $3.50 - $5.50 general & at the doo 
Field House 
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GET IT TOGETHER 
For your next Dance.or Party 
Call - "No Cheat Charley" 
Booking over 200 of the finest bands in N.E . 
including 
"Night Shift" 
" P apa Scrunch" 
"Branch in Out" 
" Port Boogie" 
" M. T .Bottle" 
Our Entire Stock Of 
Fall and Winter Merchandise 
30% off 
Men's, Women's, Children's 
and Jeans Departments 
Brand Name Fashions For Men, Women and Children 
Grad students 
GRAD STUDENTS 
continu_ed from page 3 
was r.ompletely unorganized and 
inef!tdive. · 
"It was chaos," Allen said. 
"The last representative on the 
Parking and Traffic Committee 
never went to . one infteting. I 
didn't know this l:mtil I d,id some 
c·hecking." ' 
Allen said she was confident 
that the proposed_ Graduate 
Government would . lead to more 
effective and coordinated 
dealings between graduate 






Loud is Beautiful Mon.-Thurs. 1-6 
Friday 1-9 
Saturday 10-5 
CBXPIJ& .,., .Q"lll-• (603) 749-4427 
108 Central Ave., Dover,~. H. 03820 
-----classified ads 
pre-paid class ad form 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: ___________________ _ 
Pl.EASE PR INT 
flR~ INSERTION: $ 1.00 for 30 word~ or le~ $.50 for each 1 ~ word~ extrL 
EABH CQNSf:~:UTIVt-: INSERTION: $.25 Maxim1m n1.1mber of runs: 6. 
T•lephone numbets and dates rount as one word; hyphenat.ed words count as two. 
MistakH on our part merit one addihonal run. 
Amt. f.'ncl.: TO RC!\i TIMES. ----
Make checks. P.4'Y•ble to : Tht> New HampMiirl', Rm_. l~l._ Memorial Union. 
for sale 
'65 Ford Flcon wagon rebuilt starter, rebuilt 
carburetor, new directional switch, new 
~[~;. s~~· Ke;;~~ly attun;ii!r~g9.~0~2 o~~e~~ 
S.V.!:0. o~ce in MU~:~fl __ -~--
1971 Toyota Corolla 1600 c:c., good condition, 
auto-transmission, radi!_>
1 
new snow tires. 
$700 neg~: -679:~~~~~ N._H_. 2_/_4 __ ~_ 
1969 VW with rebuilt engine, sound engine, 
body satisfactory $450 negotiable, call 679· 
~-~~: Lee. N.~:__2~ __ 
1967 Norton 650. new electri(;J wirl~g. new 
battery, engine job done in June. Good con-
<l1t1on~ includes extras, asking $600. Will 
talk. call 66~~- 214 _ 
1973 l.H. Scout II 4 W.D. 345 cu, 64,000 mi. 
New shocks, carl'I . , battery & brakes. Asking 
3200. 862-t041. 2/.1l 
Fooze-Ball table coin-op for sale. All extras 
$150.00. Also bumper pool slate bed <$700.00 
new) coin-op. Asking $250.00 All extras. Both 
excellent condition. Call 868-9750. Ask for 
Kim Hm. 358. 2/1 
BMW motorcycle, 1971, R60/5 classic black, 
saddlebags, heavy-duty springs, quartz· 
halogen headlight. low mileage (just broken 
~!._smooth a~ silent~®- 46.1-76?~~/!__ 
1 year-old Ventura guitar, exact Les Paul 
copy. Excellent condition . Hum bucking 
pickups·. Adjustable steel neck, hand shell 
case. Originally $2&0. Must sell - $150 or best 
offer. Contact Steve, 317 Hubbard, 868-9897, 
2-17:!8. 
-~---
Stereo equipment-AH turntable, Stanton 
681EE, $70. 15 reels , BASF/SCOTCH low 
noise tape, $2 .50/reel. some sealed . 
Audionics loud speakers, excellent. $125/ BO. 
~~·J!.fi!!.-5631. 2/11 . 
'69 Olds Cutlass Supreme. Excellent con-
dition, PS PB, Auto, V-8, vinyl roof, snows 
$1150. Cali Scott,. Stoke 422, 862-1137 or 868-
9816. 2(4 
1971 VW convertible for sale - GOOD con-
dition - Contact Michele in :ns Devine. 868-
9754. 2/8 . 
'74 Javelin, Auto; P/S, A.C .• mounted snows. 
excel I. cond. Call e\.'enings - 659-2:~~: 2/ 11 
CAMPUS HI-fo'I sells. Onkyo~pua11 . cerwin­Vega. Thorens, Presage Male! . Craig, 
Auaiouox. Hitachi, Plnar, Scott, Shure, Jen-
sen. I,ux and OOX. 108 Central Ave .. Dover. 
749-4427. 2/18 
SKIIS: !<'or sale. Atomic GT-7. New-never 
used . List Price $160. Asking only $90. Call 
Kevin 8611-7507. 2/8 · 
SKIIS. l<'ischcr Presidents . 210 cm. Ex-
edh•nl ("<llHlilion llPsiJ.(m'<l l'ordur:illilil~·. 
!!>75.00. 2-1292. H. Slark. ~14 
FOR SALE:' 1969 Light Blue convertible 
Mustang :m2-VK Excelfent condition. Recent 
lune up, alignment and balance. With snow 
tires and ski rack. Must sell. $1400.00. Call 
Patri!!k. ltm., 2:JO. Christensen, 868-9885, 2.· 
2:~!f.l . 2/8 
-I<'OH SALE: Tan North !<'ace down. parka ·l 
new: size medium; $50.00 or best offer. Cal 
George. H.m 229, Christensen. 868-9885. 2· 
2:19:1. 2111. 
FOH SALE: Underwood Eleclr-ic 
typewriler. Old, but in excellent working 
condition. $75.IJO. Call Mark, ChriStensen 208. 
ll68-9849 or2-1490. 2/15 
Couch for sale - Best offer - call 868;ii985. 2/ 11 
F.or sale:. '69 Chevy Nova. automatic. oower, 
~~~~:~~·,~~-i~9~. ~isl .offer over $375. Call 
~-----~~ 
SR-10 Calculator <Texas Instruments> with 
adaptor and carrying case. $28.00 R . Miller, 
Box 611, Durhain 0r 659-3658 and · leave 
message 2/12 · 
Attention Commu~ers! Home-style lunches 
available al Lambda Chi Alpha, 10 Madbury 
Rd . Reasonable rates! Call Wayne, 862:1290. 
2/1 
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Sometime this spring the Union 
Bonner at Union 
College senate will vote on the 
task force recommendation that 
the college stay in Division II. 
Bonner has committed himself lo 
Track after such a long break the men tend to become rather individual-· 
i~tic. However, last Saturday the 
Wildcats showed a definite team 
effort-;4)lacing in 13 out of the 
14 events. "Now we're a team 
-again,'' added Copeland. FORBUSH 
continued from page 2 
and is located in an urban center 
ripe for major programs in con-
tinuing education--is more like a 
small university than a small 
eastern liberal arts college. He 
attaches less importance to 
NESCAC membership. "Put 
bluntly, we're not like W~lliams 
or any other college, m our 
history, our diversity or our op-. 
portunities,'' he said recently in 
an address outlining his concep-
tion of Union's future. 
Bonner openly disagrees 
with the recommendation of the 
task force to remain in Division 
II. He believes tijat by mounting 
a successful _Division I team, 
Union can reap major bern~fits: 
for the c<>lfoge in i~ . relations 
with the public, alumni potential 
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The New Hampshire 
Advertising Staff 
"It may offer a chance unique in 
Union's history to overcome the 
college's lack of national 
visibility and to call attention to 
its academic strengths," he 
recently told Union's board of 
trustees. 
A philosophical split is openly 
recognized on campus. Although 
the debate is centered around in-
tercollegiate hockey, it is rooted 
in the larger question of Union's 
direction and purpose in the 
coming decade. As the task force 
saw it, the college has two 
choices--to follow Bonner's 
progressive model or to do what 
"historically has done best-:.be a 
small, tightly-knit high quality, 
comprehens.ive .. libera.l arts 
college." Divi~ion I hockey io 
consi~hint with the former, in= 
consistant with the latter, many 
believe. 
following the senate's judgement. 
A vote rejecting the task force's 
recommendation will- be a vic-
tory for Boner's model. Accep-
tance of the recommendation will 
be a blow against it. -
Hockey provides the perfect 
metaphor for all that Bonner is 
trying Jo accomplish at Union. 
Bonner has stated his goal 
clearly--"to make the Union of 
the next decade the most ex-
citing and attractive small 
college in the nation." On a dif-
ferent plane, Harkness and the 
hockey team are striving for an 
analogous end--the national 
championship. The ambitions are 
inextricably linked. Union's vic-
tory, which is certain to add iO-
Divislon .I momentum on _ the 
campus, was not merely an af-
firmationof Harkness' coachine:: 
l>ut o( c<>.ur~e ,aQnner is steering 
~ the college. Hjs -·.gamble is far 
from won, but for the moment he 
has reason to be pleased. 
TRACK 
continued from page 18 
his UNH career off well by win-
nine: the 1000 yard run in 2: 17.0. 
Coach John Copeland was en-
thusiastic about his team's post-
vacation success, explaining that 
The Wildcats take to the road 
this Saturday, traveling to King-
5ton, R.I. for a.meet with the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island. 
~h,re IS a di ff eren~e!!! 
• MCAT - • LSAT •DAT 
•GMAT •VAT •GAE · •OCAT •SAT 
Over 38 years of experience and success. Smalf classes .. Voluminous 
home study materi·als. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers 
open days and ,weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review 
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for 
missed lessons at our centers. ~lllUCArlOlw.-. ~CENTERN-fl,,0 l c:AiJ oP )A/PIT&;; US AT 25 HUNTlNGlON AVE. BOSTON 02116 
617-261-5150 TEST PREPARATION 
FORINFQQN LOCAL CLASSES SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
6rftitb •rotbtr• tlufl 
Upper Square, Dover 
Next to the lntown Motel 
742-8745 
ATTENTION! 
Foryour convenience we have expanded our 1:1ight-time 
Full Liquor License 
seating by opening downstairs for subs and draft and bottled beers. 
Brand New:-Now Open 
All you can 
Eat-
$1.25 
Sandwiches from $.65 
Daily Luncheon and Dinner Specials from $1.60 
the best around! 
NOW OPEN .SUNDAY fromS p.m. to 12 midnight 
REMEMBER! 
Subs and Suds Downstairs 
Dancing and Entertainment Upstairs 
Tom & Pete Smith, proprietor~ 
~~~~-classified ads~~~~ 
help wanted . 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No 
experience required . Excellent pay. World-
wiae travel. Summer job or career. Send 
$3.00 for iqfOl'mati.on. SEAFAX_, De'pt. G-17, 
Box 2049, Port Angeles. Washington 98362. 
2/18 
For UNH students in search of yoga or self-
defense instruct. I am a martial artist~!1ew 
in this area, offering lessons in Tibet x oga 
and/or Kung Fu. If you have any questions 
or interest at all nlP::a<;P ,.,.11 mP Willi>•m 
Hereford, in Newmarket. I would be pleased 
to gi~e you a free-trtal lesson. No obhgat1on, 
no hard-sell, no contracts. 659-2712. 2/15 
vD is tor-everybody.?c"onfribute-to-the UNH 
lifestyle. All interested in Video Develop-
ment <filming, editing, programmingl come 
to SVTO org_anizational meeting 7:00 Feb. 6, 
Room llOA MUB. 2/4 . 
Glamour modefs needed· by proless10nal 
photograpJler. Excellent.pay plus bonuses to 
$1500.00C fifteen hundred dollars J. Call after 4 
p.n'L. 749-~. 2/4 . --: . 
New Hampshire Civil Liberties Union seeks 
Exec. liir for Its Concord office. Duties iQ-
clude recruitment, office management anii 
working with co-op._ aUorne):S. Salary, 
$10,000. Starting 4/1/'77. Send resume l)y 
2/11/•77 to Search Committee, N.H.C.L.U., I 
South St.. Concord. N.H .. 03301. 2/8 
Math ·.410 text: -Computer Science by For-
sythe1 Keenan, etc .. Wl\.NTED USED. Call 
Davia 659-2002. 
Little peoples day care center i~ looking ~or 
men and women to volunteer to work .with 
children ages 15 months to 5 years in either 
mom~ngs or afternoons. For more infor-
mation call 868-5412 and ask for Jan - or 
come by the center in the basement of the 
Durham Community Churc_h __ . l_/_4 __ _ 
Wanted : One sofa bed. Please contact Liz or 
Julie at 862-1603 or 868-9791. 2/4 
lost and found 
----if_ --- . ~. - -
Lost paperback book ··Jou11wy to 1xtlan" by 
Carlos Castanada in vicinity of S.S.C. fr 
found pleas(! c~ll 664-5522after 4:00 p.m. 2/4 
Lost a silver and t·Urquoise necklace 
somewhere· between tne mub and the tin 
palace. If found please c<>nfact/ Ann East-
man, Williamson 103A, 868-9875. 2/.4 
Lost-Grey, long-haired ~~t with white 
markings on Packer Falls Road. If seen or 
found, please call Laura at 659-5714, 2/11 · 
rides 
dwellings 
Apartment availab - 2 bedrooms. Central 
Ave. in Dover. $13fi/month not inc. utilities_ 
utilities under $50. Kari-Van stops 20 feet 
t.rom driveway:.. C{mtace Dean Boggs at UNH 
Library.2/4 . - . - _ 
4 bedroom{ firepla~. big kitchen and dining 
room wal to wall Fugs, $180/mo. Also, two 
and thre,. room apartments available. Call 
collect 1-617-454-1939. 2/15 
services 
PAINT-You buy it and I'll do the work, fast 
Wanted/ Carpool from Wolfeboro to UNH and clean. One room or the whole house -
Mon for 7:10 and Thursdfly for 4:30. Call ' Anywhere within ....15 miles of Newmarket. 
569-462:cn11 659-3138. Car_o_I La_ v_oi_e_. 2_/_11 _____ _ 
NEED A PICTURE? Passport, candid
1 
por-
trait, group or team ohotos. · weadine and ... 
coverage,. legal records, ·rem,embranc~s. l•:urnpe '17 - No .frill:; :-;tudt•nt lfl;;l(•hl'I" l'liar~ 
Call Al Richardson, 742-4211. Good quality f<•r..fhghts . .Sp!'('ial grnup rail's - studl•nt rail 
with better prices. In color ol' black -ana I<' ··iii/'' "l'" Wr t • ( ·1 l> J T I 
wbite. 3/l!i ~~~~~j:~.: ;;:!\''?·ir 1;1 /\~-~~~ :'l:P\: \-o~k1. ~.\' 1~i:,\~ 
CUSTOM-MADE CLOTHES: Personal fit in , I 'all' :!1:!1~·7!1~35;12. 2 I • 
your choice of style a_nd fabric. Top qu!llity , . . , . . . . _ 
work. Reasonable prices. Also alterations sl :\lMf:H .JOBS. OVPr _200.rnH> 11~ all :>0 
children's clothes·and WINNIE THE POOit stalt•s-\our.murwv back 11 ,\·ou rl1111:.t ohtam 
stuffed toys. Call Susan 742-0306. 2/11 rnur.s lhru our compn~~ensivt• catalogue 
~ · ~ ·- ---- .:,<'n :i;z 10: .SU l\lulun ·~ -ftox ti-15 State 
Business Teactier will do thesis ,student, 
professional, personal and business typing 
on IBM correcting SelecJric, choice oT 
style/pitch from notes, dictat10n, or dic-
tating equipment Reasonable rates. Diana 
742-4858. 2/15 -
l'ollegt>, PA. lli80l A;('t now for hl•st s(>I!J(.·-
1 tion.1/4 
WANTEii-DouhlP size mattress. 6:1!!-~:l:lO af-
ll•r 5 p.rri 2/4 
Wanted - Deoendable ride .or riders - Derry 
to UNH - "Mondays, Wednesda_ys, ana 
Fridays. Call Karen - 434-0652. 2/11 __ 
- Ride needed to Newini;(ton Park area week-
days by 6:45 a;fll. Will pay. Call Dave 868-
5972 evenings or weekends._2/.J8 · 
personals 
~et the class ads do the rest of your work for you! 
. Find a ride, a room, a job or a friend ... 
Science Maiors: Interested in research? 
Denise Dumas '75 Zoology can tell you what 
11 s HKe co work at uartmoum. i.;areef' Issues 
·and Answers, Feb. 3.., 7:00 P-"!" Senate- , 
~!_rrima{!k Room, MUn.. 2/1 . 
Can anyone firld a teaching jofi these days? 
Ellen Rollinson '76 did. Lef Iler tell you how 
. at Career issues and Answers. Feb. 3, 7:00 
p.m~~nate-Me'::!:i~~~~~.!!1· MUB~!_-
Career for Home Economists: ArlenP Ra er 
'76 is a consulting dietitian. Sh_e wilfexplair 
~er responsi~'ilit.ies at Career Issues ai:ia Ari"-
swers, Feb. 3, 7.00 p.m., Senate-Merrimack 
1Room, MUB. 2/1 
fCommunicationsh Media s~fulistl--Publ~ 
Relations. Andy t5eaupre '75 can ta k about 
•them all at Career Issues and Answers, Feb. 
:hu7~!L:1~:~:a~~~Merr~r:_:k. Roo:· 









YOU fAIORKEIJ OP 
FACE IT,GUY~. 
JULIUS(DR .. J) ~RVI~ 
17 THtONL.Y Rt:AL 
BO;( OFFIC£ ATfRPl1t6tJ 
IN THE NM. 
Tf..IQJ t£f~ FtND A 
~f\X:~ OF GUY'? WHO 
LOOK LI~ l/R. J AND 
PlAtJT A 'lTORY THAT 




· by Debbie Blood 
I~ 11111 
Y~ BRENlJA •• 
......... 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds 
NEVW l.At>RK. 
?U~, Wt COOW Pla'.>S:\BL.Y 
FOOL. T~ ~RJRT5CA7TER? I 
BUT fHO% t.J~WW$R 
c~~~ l{X)()W ICl&.1.. ~ .. 
collegiate crossword 
6 7 8 9 
15 
11 12 13 
ACROSS 
1 Singers of a 
certain range 
6 Sports officials 
10 Gore 




17 Like some diction-
45 Calendar term 11 Slangy TV 
46 Molecular structure 12 Ever's partner· 
49 Knight of King 13 Sugar source 
Arthur 18 Quechuan Indian 
52 Apiece 23 Woodstock's home, 
53 - party in "Peanuts" 
54 Opera highlight 25 Fraternal organ-
55 Involving strife ization 
58 - Flanders 26 Guitar parts 
59 Castle 28 Ring 
60" Hanging item . 29 Unjust burden 
aries 
...,_...-+-~-_. , 19 Hautboy 
61 Sheep 30 "High - " 
62 - of Liberty 31 Paid admission 
60 
63 
GREEN ACRES STABLES . . . 
N.H. EQUESTRIAN CENTER 




Now Accepting Students 
For Beginn~r Through 
Advanced Levels 
Group-Individual Instruction 
742-3377 Charlie & Dot White 
Owners 
20 Washington VIP 
(abbr;) 
63 One beyond help 32 Like eggs 
21 .. Picnic" playwright 
22 Emulate Edison 
DOWN 
124 Gist 1 Entertain 
;26 Part of f.o.b. 2 Establisnment for 
1 27· :seaweed Dk"k Weber''<· ~ 
28 Intersection . 3 Did- hu>i'1est~ 
32 Eogld$~. pt.ilosQpbe~ -4 Type of ·ga,mlHng 
34 B.elgi~ treaty city . (abbr.) 
35-,.;txtiMt~ bi rct:: • !i ·oevi ce to inject 
36 :F"'l¢it-.c pests fluids 
3r.lnjunctions_ 6 Part of a hfl 1 
38 .Na1116" for a· dog 1 Advantage 
39 Break the --- 8 ..:,,..,,....· s;imple 
40:Llnes of s~i.tc~ing 9 H~av,y~ :pressing 
41 ~·~· 's perfect devic~s · 
42 Open formally · 10 Items for James 
44, Courts Beard 
ANSWERS, page 6 
·33 As soon as 
34 Fireplace item 
37 Endures 
38 Chimney substance 
40 Shoo 
41 Love, in tennis 
43 Perfect models 
... 44 City in Texas 
46 Birds or adventures 
47 Provide perfume 
48 Anxious 
49 That which is 
hunted 
50 In a line 
51 Irritate 
52 Black (poet.) 
56 Pasture sound 
?1 Care! game 
· Earn Extra Money 
Students! Earn extra money ~y 
~ 
delivering The Boston Globe in 
your 9orm or apartment building 
Contact Howie Warren 
Community Mark~t Apt.4 868-7093 
NCAA 
NCAA 
continue9 from page 18 
Even the big-football programs 
disliked the idea because they felt 
that the new Division I would not 
be exclusive enough. 
"I knew it pr9bably wouldn't 
pass," said Mooradian, "but I 
think that it -should have been 
aired on the floor so that more 
opinions could be voiced. 1 ' 
Mooradian is presently trying 
.to join efforts with other schools 
that are in the same situation as 
UNH, what he calls the "brown 
paddle" schools. These are the 
institutions, according to 
Mooradian, that because of the 
strength of their football 
programs were in Division II. 
Under Mooradian's plan, the 
brown paddle schools would join 
those currently at the lower end 
of Divi,:,fon I and into an inter 
mediate IA. 
"Under this plan," said 
Mooradian, "Division IA would 
consist of about 57 schools. Over a 
2-3 year period, I think that it · 
would begin to appeal to other 
Division I schools. The number in 
Division IA could grow to as 
many as 90 schools when they see 
what we have, and the big time 
football schools could have their 
own division. 1 ' • 
When no new divisional 
agreement could be reached at 
the meeting, some talk arose 
suggesting · that the big football 
powers (e.g. Notre Dame, 
U.C.L.A., Michigan, etc.} break 
off among themselves, indepen-
dent of the NCAA. 
~·l hope that doesn't happen,'' 
said Mooradian, "I think 
.athletics has to be kept in per-
spective with academics - taking 
away 70 .or 80 schools and letting 
them break away from the 
NCAA, · to become more 
professionalized than they are-is 
disturbing to me." · 
Mills agrees that college sports 
are becoming too 
professionalized. 
"There has been ·an outlandish 
extension of athletics on the 
college level;" said Mills, "more 
recruiting, more money, - more 
of everything - that's why I think 
that it's well for us to be in 
Division II. I personally like the 
way that the playoffs are set-up 
in our division." 
Under the Division II system, 
teams are picked from each of 
four regions across the country 
according to won-loss records, 
and there are· quarter-finals, 
semi-finals and finals. 
Under the Division I system, a 
poll of the press corps across the 
country determines who will play 
in bowl games. After these 
games, another poll is taken to 
decide who is the national cham-
pion. This has been a much 
debated system. 
Mooradian hopes that if the 
NCAA decides to hold a special 
summer session to attempt a 




continued from page 18 
better part of the first half until 
Sanborn put the Wildcats ahead 
for the first time in the game 
with three consecutive baskets. 
However, WSC outscored UNH 
11-4 in the lasf 2:46 to give the 
visitors a 45-39 margin at half-
time. 
The . Wildcats opened up the 
s~ond. half with a scoring spurt 
of. their 9wn, hitting for ten 
pomts while allowing Worcestor 
to score only four in a span of 
almost seven minutes. 
uiarruso was secona 111~1·1 
scorer with 2_1 points and 13 re-
bounds followed by Cfare Pyre 
04 pts.) and Maura McCarthy< IO 
pts. and 14 rebounds). 
Jane Murphy was high scorer 
for Worcester State with 19 points 
and Denise Desorcy, who burned 
the Wildcats in the first half 
:With he.r long range bombs, fin-
ished with 12 points. 
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Shakespeare to kick off theater festival 
The American College Theater 
Festival <ACTF > open·s at UNH 
this Thursday at Johnson Theater 
with the performance of t WO 
plays, Shakespeare's A Mid" 
summer Night's Dream, per-
formed by Sa_lem State College, 
and - Luigi Pirandello's Six 
Characters in Search of an 
Author pe:rformed by Wesl~yan 
·university. These plays will be at 
I :OO and 8:00 P.M. respectively. 
The Ametican College Theater 
Festival at UNH is one of 13 
regional festivals being held 
around the country. The best 
plays from each festival will be in-
v1 ted to Washmgton O.C. to par-
• ticipate in a two week~ non-
competitive festival this spring. 
The American Theater 
From among several dozen 
productions entered in the New 
England Regional competition, 
five have been selected for fes-
tival participation at UNH. They 
are: Salem State College's 'pro-
duction of A Midsummer-
N_ight's Dream by William 
Shakespeare (February 3 at 
1-.P .M.); Wesleyan University's 
Six Characters in Search of 
an Author by Luigi Pirandello 
(February 3 at 8 P.M.); the 
Lyndon State College productioQ 
of an original script by Joe 
Taylor Ford, These Ruins .Are 
Inhabited (February 4 at 
1 P .M.); Rhode Island College's: 
Crime on Goat Island by Ugo 
Betti (February 4 at 8 P.M.); 
and tl}e Dartmouth College Pro-
duction of Federico Garcia 
Lorca's Blood Weddirrg <Feb-
ruary-5 at 8P.M.l. · 
Association, producers oi' the 
festival, will look for excellence 
or total proaucuon m each play: 
acting. directing, design and 
writing. It hopes to encourage 
newstyles of theatrical presen-
rat ion and new methods or 
staging, new approaches to the 
classics, new plays by young 
American playwrights, and 
revivals of -important American 
pl~j'S of the past. 
· The plays promise to be of the 
highest quality and I urge you to 
try and see as many of them as 
possible. It 'II be like experiencing 
a whole theater season in three 
d_ays. Admission for each play i!-> 
$1.00 [Qr students and $2.00 for 
general admittance. From Rhode Island production of 'Crime on Goat Island. 
From· the Dartmouth College production or Blood Wedding._ 
Grapes -of Wrath 
is classic -film -
By Paul Kopeikin 
The MUSO film series con-
_tinues this Thursday with the film 
adaptation of John Steinbeck's 
The Grapes of Wrath. Made in 
1940 by 20th Century Fox studios 
under producer Darryl F. 
Zanuck, it is one of Hollywood's 
earliest exposes of social in-
justice. 
It is a classic adaptation in that 
it captures the spirit of the book, 
while not exactly following it. It is 
also one of the few films that 
having everything going for it 
manages to use it all to the best 
possible advantage. 
' Not only is this a good film if 
you like old movies, but it is also 
an example of film-making at it's 
best, as fine a film as any being 
made today. 
It is directed by John Ford 
0895-1973) who is unquestionably 
one of the finest film-makers the 
world has seen. He won four 
Oscars for best director, one of 
which was forThe.. Grapes of 
Wrath. 
In the same year <1940) Jane 
Darwen won an Oscar, for best 
supporting actress, for her por-
trayal of Ma Joad in this film. 
• 
Her performance along with 
Henry Fonda's as Tom Joad and 
John Carradine:s as Casy are 
worth noting and appreciating. 
The cinematography was han~ 
died by Greg Toland who worked 
with many of the great directors 
of this time and on many of the 
best f,ilms: including Orson 
. Welles's classic film Citizen 
Kane. 
The film world could not give 
The Grapes of Wrath enough 
honors. It headed The New York 
Times 10 best films list of 1940. It 
was chosen as best film by the 
New York Film Critics Circle 
Awards, who also chose it as the 
best directed film of 1940. 
Critic Frank Nugent said of 
The Grapes of Wrath, "It is one 
of those films which by dignity of 
theme and excellence of treat· 
ment seem to be of en~uring ar-
tistry, seem destined to be 
recalled not merely at the end of 
their particular year but 
whenever great .motion pictures 
are mentioned." · 
This film is great and enough 
praise cannot be given to it. I 




u The Final Days b-y Woodwdrd • 
and Bernstein< A van: $2. 50 l 
2l The Auctioneer by Joan Sam-
son (Avon; $1.95) 
3) A Star is Born by Alexander 
Edwards< Warner: $1. 75) 
4) The Ru5sians by Hedrick 
Smith<Ballantine: $2.50> 
5 l Life After Life by Moody 
man tam; $1.95 > 
MUSIC 
1 l A Star is Born ~soundtrack> 
<Warner) 
. 2 l A New World Record by The 
El~~tric Light Orchestra 
(United Artists> 
:1) Hotel California by The Eagfes 
(AsylumJ 
4 l ~ongs in the Key of Life by 
Stevie Wonder <Motown l 
5 l Wings_Over America · by Paul 
McCartney and Wings <MP L 
and Capitol l 
Bestsellers is a weeK'fY survey 
of book and record stores in the 
Durham. Dover and Portsmouth 
region. 
~~...cr.r...r.....-~.,.,......-..,,...,.~Q~.,,..~..,......0-.,.....c pre-v zew ~~.......-~...o""...,,......,....._.r...,.-.,r..oO"""J"'..r..r~~.JO""'...O-..l"'J"".,..._,..._,._,...,,.._,..J:V"'""""°"""1 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3 I TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1 
: The Ritz is a comedy playing at the Franklin Theater. 
Showtime at 6:30 and 8:30 P.M. 
MASH~ 9:00 P .M.·, channel 7. 
Mub Pub, a MUSOsponsored, film, Paper Moon starring 
Ryan and Tatum O'Neal, 8 P.M. 
Earth, a Russian, silent film considered by many to be 
a classic.)1:00 P.M., channel-2. 
And for all you insomniacs, The Mystery of Mr. Wong, 
a 1939 film with Boris Karloff as the Chinese detective · 
Channels, ~15 A.M .. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2 
The Sunspot Mystery on Nova, channel 2 at 8:00 P.M. 
This award winning sc--ience series examines the phenom-
enon of sunspots (no I don't mean vacation res<;>rts.). 
Sidney Poitier st(!rs in To Sir With Love, as a school..:. 
teacher of slum kids in a London· high school. Cannel 
56, 8:00 P.M. 
Th~ Ritz continues at the Franklin Theater. 6:30 and 
8:30P-.M. 
.Mu.b Pub features Rick Bean playing 'ugh' disco, 8 P.M. 
· Teresa Stratus in the opera 
Salome. Wednesday at 9 on 
channel 11. 
The American Co-,1ege Theater Festival star.ts foday with ~ 
two--shows. First, at 1:00 P.M. is Shakespeare's A Mid-
summer Night's Dream performed by Salem State 
Cql-Iege. Second, at 8:00 P.M .. is Luigi Pirandello's Si~ 
Charade rs in Search of ah-Author performed by W~ijeyan 
All shows are $1.00 each for students and $2.00 general. 
Johnson Theater of PCAC. ·. 
MUSO film, adaptation of Steinbeck's The.Grapes of 
Wrath. Strafford room of the MUB, 6:30anQ...9:00 P.M. 
Admission . 75 or a season's pass. 
'Richard Harris stars in Tile Return of the Maiz Named 
: Hor:se aHhe Franklin Theater. 6:30 and 8:55 P.M. 
Mub Pub - Pegasus. 
Faye Dunaway and Stev~ McQueen in The Thomas Crown 
-'Affair. Channel 56 at 8:00 P.M. Millionaire ·plots a bank 
heist for fun. 
Visions, 9:00 P.M., channel 11. Another fine play in 
this series, El Co·r.rido, a surrealist play about migrant 
farm workers, by Luis Valdez. 
Miqnight, channel 56, on Night Gallery a dramatization 
of The Devil is not Mocked, a short story by renowned 
horror writer Manlv Wade Wellman. -
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Animation -- not cartoons, hut high art 
By-Dana Jenn!~gs.f 
Every Saturday night you can 
see the.best animated films. (car- 1 
toons in vulgar language) in- the . 
world on ·PBS' International · 
Animation Festival. This show, 
·telecast on channel 2 at 10:30 
~.M., Saturday nights is a half , 
hour anthology of animated films 
made by the best animators 
wo~!Q.-~ide. 
The International Ani,,'.iation' 
Festival, hosted by Jean Marsh 
of Upstairs, Downstairs fame is 
definitely not Saturday-morning- \ 
at-the-cartoons. The animated ' 
films on the show are art;created ; 
by artists. The films are made for 
. adults, not children. 
Academy Award, is· drawn In a i She -is saved from these evil 3 
style that js remin'iscent ofl gentlemen by the American 
surrealist painter Juan Miro's' ·Eagle <who wears Pro Keds) and 
style. · a seedy looking Uncle Sam. At 
The story, revglves around a lit- : the end o.f the f~lm all is set right, 
tie blob of a man, who looks like ~ but the viewer is fo~ced to realize 
the Big Fig Newton, who is on f that the situation in the film, in 
vacation. The little man meets all ~ it's absurdity, is terribly real: 
his ·needs by inflating balloons ~ One is reminded of plays by i 
that become different objects in- ; Samuel Beckett. . · 
eluding one· balloon that beco~es t Films on this series have also · 
a buxo~ beauty.:, , come from England, Japan, 
The film is well animated and France, Czecholslovakia and 
very funny. Vukotic deserved the \ many other countries. The work 
Academy Award he won for this of Czecholslovakian animator 
film. The film has appeared on Jiri Trnka (1912-1970) stands out 
the animation f es ti val. as possibly the best of the non-
Aside from conventional length Yugoslav and non-American 
cartoons,. the Zagreb studio animators. _ 
produces short-shorts. cartoons Trnka didn'~ animate in the · 
Many ol the films are adap- that run for a minute or less. The conventional manner; he used 
talluns uf literary works. Adaµ- ~nimation footival uoually pup1>9t6: i~to:;id of dr~wing~. The 
tations have appeared on the features two or three of these per puppets that he made were 
show of Poe's .Masque of the Red show. . exquisite in detail and his 
Death. a surreal. haunting look at This past Saturday's sho'\V had animation of them made them 
his story, of storie~ I Balzac and a good exa:i;nplr. .of a short-"'.liiliort seem life like. 
Robert Louis StevensoJI. ·A Robinson Crusoe type is strand- The best film by Trnka I have 
On this show the animated ed on an extremely small island, seen, on the film festival is The 
films are high art. Many of the , there is barely room for himself: Hand. The Hand is about a 
animators are artists who see in He sees a woman swimming sculptor who is happy in his life 
animated films more freedom of tow~rds the island and he gets ~nd work. A giant hand appears 
expression, a ·wav to break awayi excited, preens himself. The · in his home, demanding that he 
from the strictures , of ordinari woman steps out of the water and ,sculpt it. The artist refuses 
art. she is beautiful, but she is as Tnitially, but is forced by the hand 
. One-third of the films that ap-: ~arge a~ Mae West. The nian to submit. 
pear on the show come from thel JUmps mto her arms and the The end of The Hand is the 
Zagreb studios in Yugoslavia.'i island slowly sinks into the sea most powerful finish I have seen 
Animators look to Zagreb i~ · fr~m t~~weight~(thetwopeople. i~ any film, an~mated or ~h~e ac-
much· the same way fashion Ameriean anTuta tion -isn;t hon. The artist has fm1shed 
designers look to Paris each·· ignored on the show Waite ; sculpting the hand and is now im-
year. Zag.reb is . the . mo~ern: Lantz's Woody ·Wood~ker ha~ ' prisoned by i.t. He is dying, 
pace~ett~r m t~e ammabon field . . ·appeared, along with other not as , · bec~use s~ul~tmg the h~nd has 
In his fme .book, The1 well known films . dramed his life from him. The 
Animated Film, Ralph Steven- : · One of the i· -- t Am . . lighting in the seene when he dies 
son writes of the Zagreb studio, ;. fi"lms 1 have ee mesth h erican ; gives the effect that the artist is a "Alth h Y 1 d" 8 non es ow was ' di t.h t · It" H di oug u~os av irect~rs . a film animated in the style of an r can e . a is ~e mg. e es 
may have their own personal, underground com. book Th and the hght e~pires.- . 
style, there are common characJ sto tak _ic . · . e · The Animation Fdm 
teristics: clever scriptwriting; · 1987 typee:~!~e ~ .. a distopian, . Festival is like going to an art satire or parody in ·subject or Th' ·na· y, . galleryandwatchingMUSO'sfilm 
trea tm en t; sophisticated e- vi 1~ of the .Piece own · series at the same time. Tne 
drawing in modern styles." .. ~ smo~e-belchinJI..factor..!.~ ~nd a!'~ f viewer marvels ~t the art in each 
A perfect example of Steven.: only_ mterested .10 exploitmg the 1 animated film and ~lso is im-
son 's statement is the animated land .and making money· For pressed by each animation as 
film Ersatz by Dusan VUkotic .. son_ie per~erse reas.Qr:i theY- . cinema. If you watch no other 
Ersatz The · first for eign d~ide to kidnap The Statue Ol • television show this week watch 
animated film to win an• Liberty. The Animation Film Festival. 
Scene from Academy Award wmning ~rsatz by Vukotic. · 
• • • + .. . ... -~~ 
From Raoul Servais 's To Speak or Not to Speak_ 
Two of Jiri Trnka 's puppets. <MacKenzie photos) 
MUSO FILMS 
Here's a list of films that will be shown this 
semester by MUSO. Clip. and save for reference. You never 
know when there might be a quiz. 
I. Literature in Film: 
Feb. 3: Grape,s qf Wrath 
Steinbec_k'snovel comes to the screen. 
Fe~. 10: Throne of Blood 
Japanese rendition of Shakespeare's Macbeth. 
II. Stars of the Screen 
Feb. 17: Fistfull of Dollars 
Clint Eastwood in a western. 
March 3: Key Largo 
Humphry Bogart versus E.G. Robinson. 
March 10: The Candidate 
Robert Redford runs for office. 
March 17: A Touch of Class 
Glenda Jackson in a comedy that examines the foibles 
1 
of an extramarital affair. 
III. The Directors 
March 31: Repulsion 
Directed by Roman Polanski. 
April 7: Lifeboat 
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. 
April-14: The Touch 
Directed by Ingmar B~rgman. 
IV. Comedy 
April 21: Everything You Always, Wanted to Know About 
Sex and Easy Street. 
Woody Allen· and Charlie Chaplin doubie featur~ . 
April 28: Where's Poppa and Small Town Idol. 
An other double feature. Ruth Gordon plays George Segal's 
mama and Ben Turpin is in Small Town Idol. 
May 5: The Ruling Class 
Peter O'Toole plays a demented self-procla~med Godhead. 
V. Documentary . . 
May lZ-:- The Hellstrom Chroniele 
:rne film that asks, 'are insects eventually going to stick 
it to us humans? 
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sports shorts-
BU, Cornell .upset 
Following suite with the way that the ~eason has been _going 
right from the· start; a series of t.Jpsets hit the top teams m the 
ECAC hockey ranks this past weekend to make the race for home 
ice even tighter than it was before. _ . 
Number orie New l{arnpshire was beaten by RPI m Troy, New 
York to move the Wildcats out of first place in the division. 
Clarkson moved back into first place, a half game ahead of the 
Wildcats, by virtue of UNH's loss and the Golden Knighf-s 3-0 
shutout of Princeton in Syracuse, New York. 
Number-four Cornell was stuned by fifteenth ranked Pennsyl-
vania with a decisive 8-5 Qu~ker triumph. 
The biggest surprise of them all happened ~n Saturday night 
in Boston, where last place St. Lawrence, which ha~ won only 
one Division I game all season, held on to an 8-6 victory over 
Boston Univ_ersity. It was only the Terrier's second loss at home 
in the last two years. . · ._ 
On the previous night St. Lawrence was handily defeated by 
number three Boston College by the score of 10-4 
In other games Dartmouth arid Yale played to a 5-5 tie 011 the 
televtsed ECAC game otthe week and Nortfieastern was defeated 
by Division II Colby 4-2. 
NE basketball 
It was a full weekend for New England college basketball. 
In intersectional contests Holy Cross beat Seton Hall 82-77 to win 
the Madison Square Garden Classic, Providence defeated Niagra 
71-63 in overtime while Rhode Island and Northeastern were less 
successful. URI '1ost 105-87 to nationally ranked Louisville and 
Northeastern bowed to Colgate 83-81. 
In games pitting NE teams against each other UMass knocked 
off UConn 65-64 and Maine defeated Vermont twice 7'3-65 on 
Friday night and 84-82 on Saturday. The game between Buffalo 
and Fairfield was postponed because of snow. 
Swilllllling Ineets 
The UNH men"s swimming team hos.ts--Holy Cross this after-
noon at 3: 30 in Swasey Pool. 
Thursday, the women's swimming_ team takes on Bridgewater 
St. at3:3,0 inSwa~ey PQoL 
The UNH women's gummrntics team opens its season this af-
ternoon at 2:30 in lu.ndb9lm gumnasium. The Wildcats host 
Boston State. · " · 
- '1· 
wrestling 
notably h~ppy o_ver th~ win, was 
cautious of over exuberation. 
"We're still geUing in shape. Our 
big test will be UConn. They'll be 
tough'." 
cats by seven _points f-ot third 
place. 
"Head to head I think we can 
beat them.'·' stated Nugent. 
"Four of us went up against guys 
from UConn in the Yankee Con-
ference and won three of them ... 
WRESTLING 
continue-cl from n<iPP JR Davis echoed Hess' comment. "Every match is going to be 
1 tough. But we still should beat , them." . 
. Chip Tarbell staged a late third 
peri9d come back with a reversal 
and near pin but ran out of time 
losing 8-7 to Jim Fox. 
UNH coach Irv He8s, though 
UConn barely got by UNH in 
the Yankee conference earlier 
this season beating out the Wild-
Friday's encounter ·with Cotr-
necticut should prove to be one of 
the toughegt matches of the 
season. They are an experienced 
and strong team. 
The HP-25 is here! 
Hewlett-Packard's latest scientific programmable calculator 
in the ·new compact size. 
The new UP-25-givc~ you 
keystroke programmability 
at a remarkable price/ 
performance ratio-with 
the same uncompromising 
design and quality that go 
into eve-ry Hewlett-Packard 
pocket calculator, regard· 
les~ of price. 
• 72 built-in functions and 
operations. All log and 
trig functions, the latter 
in radians and degrees·; 
rectangular/polar con-
version_; common l<>gs; etc. 
• Keystroke pro}'.{rammability. 
The automatic answer to 
repetitiv~ problems. 
•Full editing-capability. 
• Branching and conditional 
test capability. 
• 8 addressable memories. 
• Fixed decimal and 
scientific notation - plus 
engineering notation. 
• RPN fogic system with 
4-memory stack. 
Come in and try the new 
HP-25 today. 
The UNH Bookstore 
-Got Time on Your Hands? 
Looking for S~mething New cind Exciting? 
TRY PHOTOGRAPHY! 
MUSO has the finesf dark-
. rooms on campus with only 
the very best equipment and 
a staff of teach~rs that has no 





Wed. & Thurs., Feb. 2 & 3, 
12:15-2p.m. -
Room 148 MUB-
Fees Dkrm: Student $12 
Non-student $2J 
Photoschool: Student $19 
Non-student$14 
ALSO: Another - MUSO 
photo contest 
student except 
open to any 
those ·who 
placed in our first semester 
contest. . 
Entry fee~~Q¢per picture 
Prizes: $10, $5, $4, $3. 
Pictures should be mounted 
and 
submitted by February 28, 1977 ' 
CIASSES: BEGINNING & 
ADVANCED B&W & 
·COLOR ($8.00 extra) 
MONEY.TO BE-USED TO EXPAND OUR DARKROOMS .' 
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Div. IA proposal defeated 
By Paul Keegan 
Presidenfial involvement, 
athletic scholarships based on 
need, and the reorganizati~n I of 
the present divisionaJ set-up were 
some of the major'COllcerns of the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association a1 'their meeting in 
Miami Beach earlier this month. 
UNH president Eugene Mills 
was one of 75 presidents to attend 
the meeting. While this number is 
still relatively small, it is a 
tremendous improvement ·over 
years past and indicates a 
growing concern on the part of 
college and university pr~sidents 
with what goes on at the 
meetings. 
Most presidents until now had 
left the job of representing their 
schools to coaches, athletic direc-
tors, and faculty members. As a 
re:sult, they have lost power in the 
association and are now .in the 
process of trying to get it back. 
"I attended the meeting 
because the Commission on 
NO. I SKI HAT 
(Flat, No Pompon) 
Athletics Programs re~om- 1 
mended that I become more in-
volved in the praceedings of the 
NCAA," said Mills, "and also be-
cause I think ·it is of institutional 
importance to have this kind of 
involvement. · 
One of the proposals that UNH 
athletic director Andrew 
Mooradian, Mills, and many 
other presidents were fighting for 
was to limit grants-in-aid. based 
on·-athletic ability to tuition and 
mandatory fees only. All other 
costs <room, board, etc.) would 
be determined solely on the basis 
of need. The motion, however, 
failed. · 
"Eugene Mills and I agreed on 
this question," said Mooradian, 
"I think it failej. because first of 
all there were JUSt too many of 
these need proposals, leaving 
schools divided . Secondly , 
because most of the bigger 
. schools feel strongly that they 
have to have the full grants in or-
der to be successful. 
NO. 3 HOCKEY CAP 
(Bott.om Turned Up w /Pompon 
. .. Jt': ~ 
-~·· 
NO. 4 WATCH CAP NO. 2 SKI t(AT 
(Square, With Pompon) I Bottom Turned Up, No Pompon) 
Personalized Hats 
SUGGESTED WORDING . 
Your Full Name- City - State 
Club Na me - CB Handle and Call Letters 




Roxbury, New York · 12:n4 . r-------------------------r 
I Plea:-;(~ ship -·· .. __ -·---· I quantity) of personalized 
I 
I hand washabh' ha.ts at $6.95 Pa. Please fill out your 
I 
I choi<"P of wording. $ --···- ·- ·----- __ encl?sed~ 
I 
1- TopLine _ _ . ____ _ 
I l f'lt>ase PriJ1t - 12 Letters Maximum I 
I 
1, Bottom Line ---· 
I t f'Jf'ru;e Print - 12 Letters Maximum J 
I 
Plt'a!te lndh-1lte \'o.ur Choh'e!i Below: 
Color Of Lettertng t 1 White ; · Yellow 
Color Of Hal Biue · Red . · Green ; I P,urple 
- · Orange Black 
No I • ~k i !lat t l<'lat, No Pompon J 
~o. :.! • Ski Hal t Square With Pompon) 
No. :1 H<wk1>y Cap t llotfom Turned llp With Pompon l 




"They also felt that if scholar-
ships were based on need, it 
would create a lot of che<.iting. 
"I didn't think that it would 
pass," he continued, "but I was 
surprised that it was defeated by 
a larger margin than last year.'' 
The plan to re-structure the . 
present divisional system·, after 
much debate during the ~st 
year, was tabled before it even 
got to the floor. 
Hardly anyone was satisfied 
with the plan, which would allow 
the major football programs to be 
isolated into their own Division I 
or "suPer division". The plan was 
rejected by the big basketball 
powers who did not have football 
programs, and would have been 
left out of the proposed Division I. 
It was also voted down by 
schools with teams currently at 
the bottom of Division I hoc~m:e 
they would have been demoted to 
a less prestigious Division IA. 
NCAA page i4 
Cats edge 
Worcester 
By Paul Keegan 
UNH's Cathy Sanborn came 
up with six clutch poinU. in the 
waning moments of Satur-
day's basketball game to power 
the Wildcats ·to a 78-73 victory 
over Worcester State at Lund-
holm gymnasium. 
Sanborn, who fini~hed with a 
game high 24 points, broke a 
68-all tie with four minutes re-_ 
maining in .the · game, then 
pumped in two fifteen foot jump-
shots from the right side to give 
UNH a lead that they never relin-
quished. . 
Worcester held the lead for the 
BASKETBALL. page H 
I
U 'H's Lou Pozzarro heaves a 58' 2'f./' toss for the 35 pound 
weigh_t in Saturday's victory over Bates and UVM. <Scott 
· Spa ldmg photo) 
Tra~k team runs 
past Bates, UVM 
The UNH men's track team op- high jump circle and provided the 
ened the second half of their in- excitement· that put the Wildcats 
door season by defeating Bates ahead for good. 
College and the University of Wood, completely recovered 
V@rmqnt in last Saturday's home from last semester's ankle in-
meet. The final score was· UNH . jury, outlasted Bates, Mark Kipp 
70, Bates 50, and UVM 27. , in a jump-off at 6'4". 
The Wildcats took an early lead Sprinter Mark Gori won the 60 
when Lou Porrazzo tossed the 35 yard high hurdles with a time of 
pound weight for 58'2 1 2" and a 7 .8 seconds, returning later to 
firsf place,. Teammate John take the 60 yard dash in 6.5 
Miller placed second. seconds. 
Bates slipped ahead by one 
point, taking first and second in 
the :shot, but their lead was short-
lived. Chip Wood step.ped into the 
Skiiers place third 
Steve Marcotte's closest com-
petitor in the pole vault managed 
only a 12' jump; Marcotte's win-
ning vault was 14'7" 
. Some personlfr records were 
improved as well. Distance run-
ner Gary Crossan took close to 
twenty -seconds off of his old 
record in the two mile, covering 
the distance in 9: 13.3. Crossan 
placed second in that event to 
Wildcat George Reed, who ran 
a 9:07.3. 
Plymouth marked the host site for the season opening meet for 
UNH's womens' s}d team who came in third behind Middlebury 
and Dartmouth. _ 
The girls finished nine points shy of the Big Green who totalled 
136.5 points. Middlebury held a solid hold on fi.i-~t with 150. 
The story for UNH was freshman Nancy Frechette who was a 
standout in the meet. Frechette captured first in the giant slalom 
and then placed second in the slalom just two-tenths of a second 
behind Middlebury's Leslie Orton. 
The cross-country portion of the meet had to be cancelled 
because of a timing malfunction. 
Other schools competing were Maine 008), UVM .Wm, Williams; 
(69), Johnson (64), Colby-Sawyer (59), PSC °<58) and Cornell (51). 
The womens' next meet will be next weekend when the Black 
Bears of UMaine host the Wildcats. 
John Demers bettered his per-
sonal record in the 600 yard run 
by one tenth of a second. His win-
ning time w'as 1: 14.6 
Freshman D<?n peRoo started 
TRACK. page 13 
Matmen trounce_ BC 38-9 
By Lee Hunsaker 
UNH's wrestling team made i 
two in a row and upped thei; 
overall record to J-1 as the) 
trounced Boston ·College las1 
Saturday 38-9. UNH gained an 
early lead on what was supposed 
to be a close scoring affair win-
ning six straight matches enroute 
to the win. 
Nabil Boghos 034 lb.) , Larry 
DeGaravilla ( 167 lb.), Bill Fogar-
ty 077 lb.> and Doug King (]90 
lb.) all recorded. pins for the 
Wildcats aceounting for 24 out of 
the 38 total. 
"New Hampshire has a good . 
club_'' commented BC coach 
Sheldon Goldberg after the match. 
"They have a strong, well balanced 
lineJps'' .. _ 
Goldberg noted UNH 158 poun-
der Chet Davis as a particular 
standout on {he squad. "He took 
on our best man and beat him. 
That kid's strong." 
Other Wildcat wins were 
recorded by-Scott Wood <forfeit -
118 lb.) and captain Walt Nugent 
(8-5, 150 lb:>. Mike Latessa came 
up with a tie in the 142 class with 
Bill Curry of BC after a see saw 
battle that saw the lead change 
sides several times. 
WRESTLING, page 17 
wre"stling captain Walt ugent lands his opponent during Satur-
day's win over BC. Nugent won his match 8-5. <Lee Hunsaker 
photo< 
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Hockey cat stats 
















RPI 1--0 Serra < Arnstrong, Jack) 8: 15 
UNH 1-1 Langw~ <Miller, Roy> 12:22 pp 
RPI2-1Marsh <Tomassonil 14:17 
Union 1--0 Marshall <Feasby, Churchill> 7:00pp 
Union 2--0Feasby <Crawford> 10:25 
Union 3--0Judd <Rankin> 13:21 




UNH 3·2 Powers (Nomand; Surdam> 2:25 
UNH 3-3 Gould < Fontas, Burke) 7: 52 
Overtime 
RPI 4-3 Emerson<Stoyanovich> 2 : 12 pp 
· Second 
' Union 4-1 Judd <Churchill, Willers I 2:03 
UNH 4-2 Rando < Fontas I 11: 01 
UNH 4-3 Fontas <Rando. Gould> 19:00 
Third period 
· UNH 4-4 Cox< Miller, Lumley I 1: 16 
Union 5-4 Willers !unassisted I 4:04 
Union 6-4 Feasby <Judd. Willers> 9:4a 
•Union 7-4 Marshall <Jcnl<ins l 12:2:i 
period 
Save8 Union 84 Marshall <Jenkins, Crawford > 17:~7 
Saves 
Evans 13 8 13 o 34 
Harrison IO 13 10 3 36 




Bob Miller ....•...•...•........ . ... 
Ralph Cox ......•.. .. ...........•... 
Jon Fontas ......... , .. , ........... . 
Dave Lumley .............. . ...... . 
BobGould ........................ . 
Rod Langway . ......•.............. 
Barry Edgar ......... . ............ . 
.foe Rando ......... . .............. . 
Frank Roy ........................ . 
Tim Burke .......•..... .... ......... 
Paul Powei:s ...................... . 
Paul Surdam. ~ .................... . 
Bruce Crowder . •.. . ................ 
JimHarvie . ...................... . 
Gary Burns ......... ~ ....... . ..... . 
Terry Flanagan . .................. . 
Bob Francis ............•.......... 
Peter Noonan .... ; ................. . 
John Normand .................... . 
Brad Holt ..........•.. , ........... . 
BobBaifl ........................ . . 
























Goalie Summary Games Min 
Dan Magnarelli . . . . • . . • . . . . 16 864 

















































Won Lost Tied 
1. Clarkson <18-4--0) ... . .......... 12 2 o 
2. New Hampshire (lH--0) ... ... . 13 3 o 
3. Boston College 03-5-1) . . . . . . . . 10 
4. Cornell (11-6--0). ............... 9 o 
5. Boston Univ. (9-8-1) • . • . . . •. • .. 8 5 1 
6.Providence (ll-7--0) ............ 6 o 
7. Northeastern (8-8--0) ........... 6 o 
8. RPI <10-8-1) ............... . . . . 7 O 
9. Vermont <9-9-0) ...... -. . . . .. . . . 7 .0 
10. Dartmouth c1-l.21. .......... ·.. .•. 6 6 1 
u . ttarvara l!HHJ 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Ii 6 o 
12. Colgate (9-9-0) • • • • • • • • • . • .. • • . 7 8 o 
13Brown(8-7--0>. .... .. ........... . 4 6 o 
14. Yale (Hl-1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 10 1 
15. Pennsylvania (6-10-0) . . . . . .• . . 4 10 o 
16. St. Lawrence (7-14--0) . . .. .. . . . . 12 o 
17. Princeton (2-14--0). ............ 2 14 o 
Last weekend 
RPI 4 - New Hampshire 3 OT 
St. Lawrence 8 - Boston Univ. 6 
Penmylvania 9 - Cornell 5 
Clarkson 3 - Prince.ton O 
Dartmouth 5- Yale::; 
Boston College 10 - St. Lawrence 4 
Colby 4 - Northeastern 2 
Cornell 11 - Princeton o 
Tonight 
UNHatBC 
St. Lawrence at Vermont 
Providence at Brown 
Wedaesday. 
Pennsylvania at Vermont 
Northeastern at Cornell 
Thursday 
Brown at BU 

































Laskaris. . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . 17 
Dickson . .. .. .. . ... .. ..... · 17 
Cavanaugh .............. 17 
Dufour. ...... . .. . ....... . 15 
Singelais. ................ 17 
Herbert. . .. ... . ..... . .... 14 
VanDeventer . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Layne... . . ... . .. . ... . ... 17 
Pardo 
Pardo . • . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . 13 
Baskys ... . .. ... . . .. ... .. 8 
Jones. :............ . ... .. 12 
Delaney ................ . 10 
l"dlll.t:l• ••••••••••••••···• 
Smith ......•. , .......... . 
UNH . .................... 17 





































































































4. Shot Put 



















UVM 41' 1/4" 
UVM 22'4 1h" 
UNH 22' :\14" 
B · 21'7" 






















l. Gori • UNH 7 .8 
2. Longelo B 8.0 
3. Kaufman UVM 8.1 
4. Torres UNH 8.4 
UNH : 8 
B : 2 
UVM: 1 
UNH: 12 
B : 4 
UVM : 6 
UNH : 15 
B: 11 
.UVM : 7 
UNH: 18 
B.: 19 
UVM : 7 
UNH : 23 
B : 22 
UVM : 9 
UNH : 28 
B : 25 
UVM : 12 
UNH :34 
B: 28 
UVM : 14 
Wrestlfug 
UNH 38 BC 9 
118 - Scott Wood c llNII J wm1 !>y forfl'it 
126- Steve Long < Bl" ~ rl . Mark Madnil'k fi·4 
l:J4 - Na l)il Hogho.s 11:N11 1 p1111wd l>aw·• l ; il'al'TI 
142 - Mike Lale.s.sa 1 l lNI I• tied Bill Curry Ii -Ii 
l!ltl - Wall Nugl'nt cl NI1 1d.JohnPa im·H·ii 
1511 - Chet Davis< LJNII 1 ti .Jim Fox :;.2 






































2. Crosan UNR 
3. 0pawski B 
4. Ledard B 
13. 4 x 440 Relay 
1. Bates 
2. UNH 
14. 4 x 880 Relay 
I. Bates 
2.UVM 
FINAL SCORE : UNH: 70 
BATES: 50 
UVM : 27 
lfii · Lnrry HPGara \·i lfa • lJNll i pi nnl'<I fi Pranl < ltt ;!,·ia1111 
IJ7 · f{iJJ Fogarly r lf ~ II 111m11Pd B ill llPrh1•r1 
l !l<I - Doug K ing r ll~ ll • pim]('d Mikl'Shutllt•\\·orH1 













































UNH : 44 
B: 32 
UVM : 22 
UNH:49 
B ; 36 
UVM: 24 
UNH: 59 
B : 37 
UVM: 24 
UNH : 67 
B: 40 
UVN: 24 
UNH : 70 
B: 45 
UVM :.24 
UNH : 70 : 
B : 50 
UVM : 27 
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~NH's Keith .Dickson grimaces as _he maneuvers around two unidentified Dartmouth players 
m UNH's 59-56 squeaker over the Big Green. <Art Illman photo) 
sp-orts 
High scoring HC 
invades Durham 
By Andy Schachat 
For openers, lefs just say they 
are awesome and tonight you can · 
see it for yourself. For at 8:00 
in Lundholm Gym the UNH bas~ 
ketball team will be host~ng the 
.Jloly Cross Crusaders. -
ijoly Cross comes to town with 
a 15-2 record having beaten such 
teams as Providence, Michigan 
State, and most recently 
Manhattan and Seton Hall. The 
last two were HC victims in the 
Madison Square Garden Tourna-
ment this past week in New 
York. ..The two Holy Cross losses 
were to Florida and Georgetown, 
not exactly-pushover teams. 
The Crusaders are led by 
freshman guard Ron Perry and if 
you have any knowledge of New 
England ba,:,kctball - then you 
have heard of him. Down at the 
Worcester school, they have 
dubbed Mr. Perry as the next 
Bob Cousy and you have heard 
of him. Perry is leading the team 
in scoring with a 22.6 average. He 
is also the team leader in assists. 
"Perry could score forty 
·points a game if he wanted to," 
said UNH head coach Gerrv 
Friel. "But he is an uns~lfi!?h 
player who runs the attack. " · 
' 'The Holy Cross players are all 
unselfish," says Friel, "They.are 
·all totally team oriented and are 
probably the most cohesive unit 
in New England." 
It would be wrong to give Perry 
too much credit for the teams 
success. Also leading the attack 
are three tough frontcourt men : 
Chris Potter who is averaging 
i7.6 ppg, Mike Vicens 15.8 ppg, 
and captain Bill Doran, the f?urth · 
double-figure scorer on the team 
with an 11.5 avg. Potter is the 
team's leading rebounder with a 
9.2 over game average. 
Holy Cross likes to run and has 
been doing that enough to aver-
age 88 points per game as a team . 
The average .was over 90 until 
this past week. Defensively Holy 
Cross has been giving up 74.5 
points per gatne, but that figure 
though not overly impressive, is a 
bit misleading. 
HC plays a tough man to man 
defense if it has to which some-
times isri't often. The Crusaders 
love to throw a full court press 
on its opponents and often has 
great success with it. 
''Everyone knows their pos-
itions in the press, " says Friel of 
his oppon..ents , "We are going to 
have to maintain our poise to 
beat it. '' 
In the past UNH has had suc-
cess against Holy Cross. Despite 
the fact that the- two teams were 
at opposite ends of won-lost rec-
ords last year ( UNH was 8-18, 
Holy Cross was well over .5001, 
the Crusaders only managed a 
, one point victory over the Wild-
cats 73-72. Over the last four 
years the teams have met nve 
times and the Wildcats have won 
twice, the most dramatic being 
in 1974 when guard Erie Feragne 
hit a half court shot at the buzzer 
to give UNH a one point victory 
over the Crusaders . 
. "Bringing Holy Cross to the 
University of New Hampshire for 
a basketball game is a great 
thing for our athletic depart-
ment," says Friel. "It is gi"eat 
for our- players _and I know they 
will be ready." 
UNH drops from first place in weekend play 
Cats look fOr tur_nar~und, play BC tonight 
By Ed McGrath 
·All the local newspapers pre-
viewed the games as the home . 
team versus the number two . 
team in the country. The home 
teams responded by playing 
their best hockey of the seaSOJ! · 
handing UNH their fifth and sixth 
losses of the season. 
Friday, Division II Union 
. College strengthened its case for · 
going Division I by upsetting the 
Wildcats 8-4. RPI evened its 
ECAC record at 7-7 with a 4-3 
overtime win. -
"Everybody was really up," 
s&id Union goaltender Steve · 
Baker about his teammates, 
· "There was an incentive playing 
the number one team in the East 
and the number two team in the . 
country. " 
"We lost a tough one to Boston 
University last Tuesday (6-5, 
overtime), a real heartbreaker, " 
said RPI's John Emerson who 
scored the game winner~_ "We 
didn't want to lose tonight. '' 
It's)leen said that a good tearri 
brings out the best in the oppos-
ing goalies. UNH proved that last 
weekend. 
Baker and RPI's Ian Harrison 
played excellently to lead their 
teams. Baker turned_ away 50 
shots while Harrison made 36 
saves. Harrison was named the 
game's number one star. 
The Wildcats didn't help mat-
ters much on either night. In 
both games, the plays were there 
but the passes were slightly o(f 
taking away numerous· oppor-
tunities. 
Against Uriion, UNH missed 
the net with many oi its shots. 
One of those missed nets was 
wide open midway through the 
second period. A goal would have 
made the score 4-2, Union. 
Paul Surdam raises his stick in celebration over one of UNH's 
second period goals as Union goalie Steve Baker looks 
. helplessly behind him. (Dan Herlihy photo) 
Refe;ee Jack McQuinn stymied 
UNH twice in the· middle period 
by disallowing two UNH goals. 
The puck was whistled dead as it 
trickled under Baker's pads into 
the net. UNH didn't protest that 
call as it appeared Baker had 
tied the puck up. 
About a minute later, McQuinn 
disallowed a goal after it had 
fallen to the i~e and the red light 
was turned on. Barry E9gar and 
Bob Gould had a few things to say 
to McQuinn and they weren't 
talking about the weather. 
UNH never led either game but 
cameback to tie in the third 
period. Ralph Cox scored a 1: 16 
in the Union game knotting the 
score at four all. Gould and Paul 




ponents scored the next goal. 
RPI's Emerson scored with nine 
seconds left on Joe Raildo's pen-
alty at 2:12 of the overtime. 
Rando was called for butt ending 
and received a five minute major . 
and a game disqualification. He 
will miss tonight's game against 
~oston College. 
"The defense passed to Steve 
<Stoyanovich). UNH's defense-
man shifted towards him, Steve 
passed it to me in the slot," said 
Emerson, "I shot it on net hoping 
for a rebound. I think the goalie 
got a piece of it. " _ 
"I thought if we weatheredthe . 
penalty at the end, we could have 
taken the game," said Holt. 
Union's Dean Willers put a 
backhanded shot past Mark 
Evans shortly after Cox~s goal. 
Doug Feasby's goal at 9 :43 mak-
ing the score 6-4 iced the game for 
the Dutchmen. But much to the 
delight of the SRO crowd, Don 
Marshall scored twice more to 
get the hat trick. 
"We gave them good scoring 
chances and they capitalized. 
They did wd,l. Don't mm1m1ze 
what they did," Holt emphasized. 
Cox missed the RPI game 
because of a charley horse 
suffered on the first shift against 
Union. 
"What really hurt UNH is they 
lost Cox and Holt (stick in the 
eye) last night against Union," 
said Engineer coach Jim Salfi, 
"That's why we don't play 
Division · II teams during the 
regular season. 
"UNH can't afford to have a 
player like Cox sitting in the · 
stands," Salfi added. Cox went 
into the game second on the team 
in scoring (21-24-45). . 
The Wildcats - defeated 
Providence last week with four 
power play goals. UNH couldn't 
get the power play going. both 
nights. _ 
Twice in the second period RPI 
was two men down as five pen-
alties were called against the 
Engineers. 
"We killed penalties most of · 
the second period," said S~lfi. "I 
was forced to scramble the 
lines." 
"Our power play wasn't effec-
tive," said Holt ~imply. 
Tonight, UNH plays Bostqn 
College .. The Eagles will be out to 
avenge an earlier 7-4 loss to the 
Wildcats in D1,lrham. 
BC has won two straight since 
the overtime tie to Boston Univ-
ersity defeating Yale 8-3 and St. 
Lawrence last Friday 10-4. 
Van Magnarelli will be in the 
nets. The senior goaltender has 
:>eaten the Eagles in the last 
three games between the two 
teams. 
. Holt won't decide to dress Cox 
until game time. Should Cox be 
unable to play, Bruce .Crowder 
will play wing on the second line. 
Union goalie Steve Baker robs UNH's Bob Gould 07) in close 
as Jon Fontas ( 15) looks for a rebound. Cats lost in 8-4 upset. 
<Dan Herlihy photo) 
